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T H E  TRANSMISSION OF T H E  BOOK KNOlT7N AS 
T H E  SECRET H I S T O R Y  OF T H E  I I~ONGOLS* 

I. The text in the Yung-lo ta-tien 

The encyclopedic Yung-lo ta-tien was compiled in Nanking 
between 1403 and 1408. I n  1421 it was moved to Peking together 
with the contents of the Imperial Library ( ' ~ ~ ~ e " n - ~ i i a n - k o ~ ~ ~) . 
A duplicate copy of the bulky work was made in the years 1562-
1567. War, fire, and careless handling have always been enemies 
of literary treasures. By 1773, when the Yung-lo ta-tien was 
extensively used for the restitution of lost books embedded in it, 
there was found only an incomplete set of the duplicate copy in 
Peking, shelved in the College of Literature (Ban-lin-yuan %l#i 
E) to which it had been removed from the Office of Imperial 

* Bibliographical abbreviations (exclusive of those already given in the list on the 
inside of the back cover of this Journal): 

C C T C Y C C L  =Ho Ch'iu-t'ao m%@ (18'24-l862), LI VGn-t'ien qz (1834-
1895), SHPNTs&ng-chih '& f$$g(1850-19QQ),and NAKAMichiyo #ISBJ@e 
1851-1908), Chiao-chgnlzg tsing-ehu Yuan  ch'in-ch8ng-lu d % ~ f ~ ' ~ % @ ~ ~ h C $ !  
(A7aka Michiyo isho BfqS@ss,T6ky6, 1915) . 

C R J  =NAKAMichiyo, Chingisu kan j i t su~okuJ&$,@,'Rg& (T~jkyci ,1907) . 
CKJZ =NAKAMichiyo (1851-1908), Chingisu kau jitsuroku zokuhen @ # j  (ATaka 

Michiyo isho, T6ky6, 1915). 

ECCP =Arthur W. I ~ U A ~ M E L(editor), Eminent Chinese of the  Ch'ing Pe~iod  
(Washington, 1943). 

K L P P T S K K K  =Kuo-li Pei-p'ing t'u-shu-kuan kuan-k'an m-&Ak$ B-g@'$B=fg 
11IlYT =Erich HAENISCH,lllanghol zLn Afiuca Tobca'an (Leipzig, 1937). 
LJIIVESC=T'u Chi a%,AlBng-zw-6~lz shih-chi $n a& id (1GO-13 chiian, 

circa 1914; 1934) .  

AlIVYCPS =M&ng-\\-tn I'inu ch'ao pi-sh(h g?Yz@$&&( l o  + 9 chiinn; ( Y E H  
T&-hui%&&& edition, 1908). 

OMGH =SHIRATORIKurakichi ,@@j$ (1865-194Q), Onyaku qn6bun ganch6 hishi 
5%:. * 
a ~ ~ ~ ~ $ F ] $ & &( l o  chiian + Zokuhen [cited in this paper as C, Con-
tinuation] Q chiian; T6ky6, 194%). 
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Historiography (Huang-shih-ch'8ng gJ!!%) about forty years 

'For the history of the Yung-lo ta-tien, see LI Ch&ng-f6nqz@," Yung-lo ta- 
tien k'ao &$$$f<$@$ hsiieh chi-k'an Hsg$@sT[I 1 (1996). ," T'u-shu-kuan 
215-993, and the extracts of source material in SCN Chuang @A*, " Yung-lo ta-tien 
k'ao," PPPHTSKYK 2(1999) ,191-913; Y ~ A N  T'ung-li gH$$$," Kuan yii Yung-lo 
ta-tien chih wen-hsien Mjf?7%@~&.2%m,'' KLPPTSKKK 7 (1933) .13-29. The 
date of the completion of the Yung-lo tn-tien has been varyingly given as 1407 or 

PPPHTSRYK =Pei-p'ing Pei-hai t'u-shu-kuan yiieh-Van &+4f;$j H g f @ ATfl. 
SKCSTM = Ssil-k'u ch'iian-shu tsung-mu @Gs$3 (Shanghai: Ta-tung shu- 

chii A x s t %edition of 1930). 

SPPY =Ssii-pu pei-yao $$#g. 

S P T R  = SsC-pu ts'ung-k'an -8gTg. 

SWCCL = !TANG Kuo-~l-ei (editor and commentator), ShBng-wu ch'in-ch8ng 


iu $@%%@@((nfing-ku shih-lko sszi-chung s&&#D@, 1996) . 
TSCSS =YEH Ch'ang-chih .ggB, Ts'ang-shu chi-shih shih (7#&gj$egg 

chiiau, 1910). 

YCPSC =LI TT&n-t'ien$2a (1834-1895), Yiian-ch'ao pi-shih chu x@$&&'g 
(15 chiian; 1896). 

YCPS(CP)=The Commercial Press (Shanghai) photolithographic edition df the 
Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih, 1936. 

YCPS(FP) =Fragments of the Ming printed Yiian-ch'ao pi-shih. See n. 39. 

YCPSIP-Pj =The  handwritten copy of the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih, collated by PAOT'ing-
po &Ef$$, owned by Palladius. A photographic copy of this waslater 

presented by Paul PELLIOT
to the Peiping National Library in 1933. 

YPS = Yiian pi-sh;h z$$&(15 chiian, edited by CHANG Mu @@, published in 
the Lien-yiin-i ts'ung-shu 0*%%, 1848). 

Y P S I Y Y T K  =CH%N Yiian RE,Yiian pi-shih i-yin yung-tzB k'ao s$&&se 
mqg (Peiping, 1 9 3 4 k  

YPSLCPC =XAO Pao-ch'iian @$$, Yiian pi-shih Li-chu pu-ch8ng %$&&
.$&@x(15 chiian, 190%). 

YPSPC =SHGN Tsbng-chih '&@@ (1850-1933), Yiian pi-shih pu-chu z$$& 
#$$(15 chiian; Peiping, 1945). 

YPSSCTAfK =SEIH Shih-chieh &%&, Yiian pi-shih shun ch'uan t iming k'ao 
$ & (19 chiian, 1897). 

YPSTLKC =TING Ch'ien Ts ,  Yiian pi-shih ti-li k'ao-chhg %$&&f&ggE 
(15 chiian, 1901; ChB-chiang t'u-shu-kuan ts'ung-shu ' % ~ ~ ~ @ ~ ~ ) .  

YS = Yiian shih z!& (Po-nu-pBn E&Zfi:edition). 

YSIWCP =HUNG Chiin @& (1840-1893), Yiian-shih i-wBn chBng-pu 3!&3%s@ 
(30-10 chiian; 1897). 

* For this character cf. K'ang-hsi tsB-tien (Commercial Press edition, 1938), p. 995, 
15th entry (= 118.11.40). 

mailto:Mjf?7%@~&.2%m,''
mailto:'%~~~@~~)
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Of the 60 + 22877 chiian in the colossal compilation, some 2423 
chuan were said to be missing.' The Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih occupied 
chuan 5179-5193 and, fortunately, was not involved in the loss 
as indicated by the various lacunae in the inventory.' Though 

1408. Emperor Ming Ch'8ng-tsu's Mj&$l preface to the Yung-lo ta-tien is printed 
with the Yung-lo ta-tien mu-lz~ H@ (60 chiian; Lien-yiin-i ts'ung-shu) where it is 
said: & F & * k s  "Completed in the winter of our sixth year [140Sl." The text 
appears also in X i n g  shih-lz~ mg@, ts'd 42, T'ai-tsung 54.3b-4b, under the 
5th year of Yung-lo, the 11th moon, the 2nd cyclical date [14 December 14071. wl~ere 
it reads: ~~~~~~ "Completed in the winter of our fifth year [14071." The 
compilation presented to the court on 14 December 1407 consisted of 22,211 chuan. 
The preface mentions 22,937 chiian. I t  is obvious that  some seven hundred odd chiian 
were added in 1408. The compilers of the Shih-lu had merely inserted the preface 
retrospectively. They did not hesitate to alter the text and thus falsify the chronology! 

SKCSTlI f  137.7a-b states erroneously that  two duplicate copies were made of the 
Yung-lo ta-tien in 1562-1567 and that  the first of the duplicate copies was a t  first 
put in the Peking Imperial Library and later-after the collapse of the RPing Dynasty 
-removed to the College of Literature. MIAO Ch'iian-sun @g&%(1844-1919), 
" Yung-lo ta-tien k'ao" (quoted in P P P H T S K Y K  B[19B9].2ll-213), rectifies the error 
about the identity of the copy in the College of Literature, but repeats the error about 
the existence of three copies in all, and commits the further error of stating that  the 
first of the two duplicate copies was not lost u!til the destruction by fire of the 
Palace of Celestial Purity (Ch'ien-ch'ing-kung E@S)in 1797. I believe tha t  LI 
Chsng-f$n, op. cit., has amply demonstrated that  in 1562-1667 only one duplicate copy, 
not two copies, had been made; 

Emperor Ch'ing Kao-tsung &gs (1711-1799, reigning 1736-1796) (quoted in 
P P P H T S K Y K  2[19B9].BOO) stated that  he did not know v;hen the Yung-lo ta-tien 
n-as moved to the College of Literature. C H ' ~ A NTsu-wsng (1705-1755), 
Chi-ch'i-t'ing chi wai-pien f#j*g@$&&& (50 chiian, 1776; S P T K )  17.11a, states, 
howe~~er ,that  when the compilation of the Shbng-tsu jdn-ht~ang-ti shih-111 g$lc
@%$$ was completed there was occasion to rearrange the boolishelres in the 
Office of Imperial Historiography and that  the Yung-lo ta-tien discovered on those 
shelves Tras removed to the College of Literature. I n  Ch'ing shih-lu, ts'k 71, is printed 
the memorial accompanying the presentation of the Shing-tsz~ j6n-hurrng-ti shih-lu. 
I t  is dated 17 January 1732. 

SICCSTJI, loc. cit. MIAO Ch'iian-sun, loc. cit., was in error by making it appezr 
that  9492 chiian were already missing in 1736, when FANGPao ;fJgwas appointed 
to the vice-directorship of the Bureau for the Compilation of Commentaries on the 
Chou li, I li, and Li chi (Su Tun-yiian %@%, Fang TVang-hsi hsien-sh8ng nien-p'u 
kgg%&*f[lS5l; S P T K ]  2%). C H ' ~ ~ A NTSU-wang,op. cit., 17.12b, says only 
" about two thousand." 

Yung-lo ta-tien mu-lu 14.22a-b. YUAN T'ung-li published in K L P P T S R K K  6 
(193%) .93-133 the " Yung-lo ta-tien ts'un-mu ;k. ." The manuscript bears the Han- 
lin-yuan seal. The missing chuan noted total 2384. Since the  manuscript was worn 
after " chiian 22,179," it is permissible to conjecture tha t  among the remaining 698 
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the official scholars appointed for the task claimed to have ex- 
tracted from the compilation some 385 works, totaling 4946 
c h ~ a n , ~  northey had neither copied out the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih 
given it a separate entry in the catalogue of the Ssii-k'u ch'uan- 
shu, an enormous project-conducted mainly between 1773 and 
178%-of recopying worthy boolis for the Imperial L i b r a r ~ . ~  

Were they ignorant of the existence of the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih 
in the Yung-lo ta-tien? hTo. A Chronological S tudy  of Political 
Precedents During the  Y u a n  Dynas ty ,  Yuan-ch'ao tien-ku pien- 
nien kcao z@&fifC&a%, 10 chiian, by SUN ChC6ng-ts6 a%@ , 
1592-1676, was copied for the new imperial collection. The cata- 
logue says of SUN'S booli: 

The ninth chuan consists of the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih. . . . There is a short 
prefatory statement which says: "From Yuan times have come down the 
Pi-shih in 10 chuan and the Hsu-pi-shih @@&in 2 chuan,  the former record- 
ing the events of the first rise [of the Mongols] on the sandy deserts, the 
latter recording their descent upon Yen-ching and the events leading to their 
destruction of the Chin &- empire-apparently written by the hlongols 
themselves. This book has been kept in the imperial palace and does not 
circulate outside. By chance I saw it in the home of a friend; so I copy it 
here. toward the close of mv book. because it will make u~ for some of the 
omissions in the histories." 

17'e examine what he has quoted and find that i t  has all been conveyed i n  
the Yung-lo ta-t ien under the character yuan  2 according to rhyme. We 
compare the one with the other; they are identical. We suspect that it was 
originally a non-circulating book of Yuan times. Perhaps someone connected 
with the compilation [of the Yung-lo ta-tien] made and brought out a dupli-

(02877-22179) chuan, there might hare been indications of missing chiian, totaling 38, 
to nlake up the total of n:issing chuan, 0420. On p. 101, ch&n 5170-5205, 00 pin 
$, were intact. 

SKCSTM 137.7b. SUN P'ing-i %-&%, Sszi-k'u ch'iianishu chi Yung-lo ta-tien m u  
@ $ 7 lists the titles (1801; Liao-hai ts'ung-shu a'&%%)

copied for the imperial collection, 388; those merely noted in the catalogue, 108. The 
total number is thus 516. C H A ~  chihWan-li &&!?&!@., " Yung-lo ta-tien nei chi-ch'u 
i-shu mu ~ $ ! $ ~ & ~ ~0(1929) ,253-097, lists the titles that ," PPPHTSKYK 
have been extracted under official and private auspices. The total number is 561. 
HAOCh'ing-po $RE;(.'$,Yung-lo ta-tien shu-mu k'ao (4  chiian, 1900; Liao-hai ts'ung- 
shu) represents an effort to amalgamate the various lists of titles, extracted or other-
wise, without, however, statistical summaries. Since all of these lists of extracted works 
contain titles that had not been republished, it is rather strange that the Yuan-ch'ao 
pi-shih is never included. 

SKCSTM, Edicts, lb ,  Memorial, 3a. 'SKCSTM 81.8a. 

mailto:&&!?&!@.
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cate copy; hence it came to circulate outside [of the palace], and SUN Ch'Cng- 
ts& was able to see it. 

What is written therein deals, on the whole, with petty items of no im-
portance, and, moreover, is sometimes unbelievable. I t  seems, as is usually 
the case, that words in transmission become gradually farfetched and un-
worthy of complete reliance. But after all, it is an old text of the Yuan period, 
comparatively unknown to the world. Apart from the Yung-lo ta-tien, it  
appears only in this book. Since it differs to some extent from the standard 
history, we may well keep it  with a view to its possible usefulness for 
research.7 

It is thus evident that  the official editors of the Ssii-k'u chciian- 
shu, indeed, Itnew of the existence of the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih and 
considered it to be of some value. Since what was considered 
worthy of preservation was incorporated into SUN'S work, which 
they had already copied, they probably considered i t  unnecessary 
to repeat the service SUN had already performed. 

During the opening years of the nineteenth century, the cele- 
brated 3n-4~Y i i a n E z ,  1734-1849, was serving in I-Imgchow as 
the governor of Chekiang. There he rediscovered a number of 
literary treasures which he deemed worthy of inclusion in the 
imperial collection. A facsimile copy of an old manuscript copy 
of the Yuan[-ch'ao] pi-slzih in 15 clzuan with interlinear transla- 
tion of the hIongoiian [in Chinese transcription] was one of these.' 
But i t  was never presented to the court. The reason given by one 
of JEAN'Sfriends is that  the language of the book was, at  the last 
moment, considered too crude and uncouth.' The real reason 
might hare  been the discovery that the Yiian-ch'ao pi-shih in 15 
chiian was already in the Yung-lo ta-tien and that  the editors sf 
the Sszi-k'u ch'uan-shu had already dealt with the book in ways 
deemed adequate by JUAN. 

The provenance of JUAN'Scopy is, however, obscure. The 
division of the book into 15 chiian would warrant the suspicion 
that it had descended from the text included in the Yuny-lo ta- 

'R prmted edition of this work of S u s  is in the Lo-shu shun-fang ts'ung sltu g+#
hBs$&.I have, a t  present, no access to it, and am, therefore, unable to verify 
the accuracy of the text of Sus's remark quoted by SICCSTAi. 

JUANYiian, SsC-k'z~ wei-shou shu-mu t'i-yao (1822; Kuo-hsiieh chi-pin ts'ung-shzi), 
pp. 50-51. 

* Ibid., p. 79, note by YENChieh && (1763-1845). 
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tien. Prior to this time, CH'IEN Ta-hsin @A%,1728-1804, al-
ready had in his possession a manuscript copy of the Yuan-ch'ao 
pi-shih in 15 chuan, which was said by one of CH'IEN'S younger 
contemporaries, Ku Kuang-ch'i &&k$ , 1776-1835, to have been 
a copy from the Yung-lo ta-tien.'' CH'IEN wrote a long and learned 
colophon on the text," but there is no mention of when and how 
he had come to have the book. He must have had the book, 
however, some time before 1781, when he appended a last note 
to his Critical Notes on Twenty-Two Histories, Erh-shih-grh-shih 
kcao-i Z-b-X&%J%,the last part of which dealt with Y u a n  shih 
ZSt!and quoted the Yiian pi-shih frequently." He was in Peking 
as a member of the College of Literature during 1772-1773. Thus 
it was quite possible for him to copy or to have someone copy 
for him the 15 chuan of the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih from the Yung-
lo ta-tien. 

One of CH'IEN'S friends was the famous bibliophile PAOYing-
pofiflEt3 , 1728-1814, who had personally completed in 1805 the 
collation of a copy of the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih in 15 chuan, which 
was later known to have been in the possession of HANT'ai-hua 
@%$ in lS47 and to have been bought by Palladius [KAFAROV] 
in 1872. A photographic copy of this-then in the Academy of 
Sciences of the U. $3. S. R.-was topresented by Paul PELLIOT 
the National Library of Peiping in 1933. 15'e are indebted to 
Professor CH'GN Yiian for reporting on his findings concerning 
this PAOcopy.13 

l0Xu ICuang-ch'i's colophon in his own handwriting, dated the 7th moon (24 
August-29 September 1805), is photographically printed with the SPTK I11 edition 
(1936) of the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih in 10 f2 chiian, copied under Xu's supervision 
in 1805. 

"The text of CH'IEN'S colophon is in his Ch'ien-yen-t'ang w6n-chi $@@@&@ 
(50 chuan, 1806; SPTZC) 28.2Oa-92a. C H ' ~Jung #@, Tieh-ch'in t'ung-chien Lou 

ts'ang shu mu @ % @ @ l ] & ~ ~  a (24 chuan, 186'7-1898) 9 94a-b records the 
possession of a manuscript copy of Yuan pi-shih in 15 chiian, said to have come from 
the CH'IEN family of Chia-ting $&E.If the claim is correct, the book might, indeed, 
have been a recopy of CH'IEN'S copy made by or for one of CH'IEN'S numerous 
learned relatives. Had the book really borne indications of having been used by the 
great CH'IES Ta-hsin himself, the catalogue would certainly have dwelt upon them 
a t  length. 

CH'IEN Ta-hsin, Erh-shih-irh-shih k'ao-i (100 chiian; Ch'ien-yen-t'ang ch'iian-shu) 
100.14a. Chiian 86-100 deal with the Yiian shih. 

l3 YPSl Y Y TK 6a-b. 
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Among other things, CII'GN says: " This copy is what PAO 
T'ing-po copied out of the Yung-lo ta-tien." This is, however, 
extremely doubtful, for it would be difficult to imagine how Pno, 
a private individual and an unsuccessful candidate at  the pro- 
vincial examinations in H a n g c h o ~ v , ~ ~  could have had access to 
the literary treasures in the College of Literature in Peking. I n  
the absence of any evidence to the contrary, it wrould be easier 
to imagine that  PAO'SYzcng-lo ta-tien text of the Yiian-ch'no pi- 
shih had, perhaps, come through the medium of CH'IEN Ta-hsin's 
copy. Rloreover, since BAO was one of the two men who assisted 
JUANUiian in the selection of rare and neglected books,15 one is 
tempted to conjecture that  even JUAN'Scopy of the Yuan-ch'ao 
pi-shih in 15 chiian might bear a direct or indirect relation to 
CH'ZEK'Scopj7. 

In IS05 Ku Kuang-ch'i remarked on the manuscript of the 
Yiian-ch'ao pi-shih in 10 + 8 chiian, copied under his supervision: 

The Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih is carried in the Yung-lo ta-tien. The text wllicli is 
in the  family of Mr. CH'IEU Ta-hsin came therefrom. From beginning to end 
there are 15 chzinn. Later, Mr. CH'IEN heard that Mr.  CHIK T&-yii &@fj@ 
of T'ung-hsiang +H$@possessed an incomplete copy of the original printed 
edition with different chuan divisions. He  asked Mr.  CHIK to list these for 
him, and relying on this information, he made the entry in his Bibl iog~apl iy  of 
Y u a n  Writings (Yzian-shik i-we^n chi &szs,) . 

The incomplete copy was once brought to Soocholv by Mr.  CHIK, and I 
was the first one to see it. I t  was a hurried occasion, and I was not able 
to make a copy. Later, I nras not able to find out where the book had since 
gone, and I had somewhat a sense of regret on its account. 

Last year, when I was teaching pupils in Lu-chou B$[*l em-, under the 
ployment of Prefect CHANG Hsiang-yiin %@%, I found that he had in his 
collection an old facsimile copy of the original printed edition, complete and 
perfect throughout the whole bulk. 

This year, after I had come to Yang-chou fg$I.I,I took the opportunity 
to urge Mr. CHANG Tun-j&n to borrow the book and to have the 
present facsimile copy made from it. Mr. CHAKG commanded me to ascertain 
the accuracy of the recopying, and, as a result, I have found the difference 
between this text and Mr. CH'IEK'S to be more than the single fact that this 
is the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih in 10 chuan and the Continuation in 9 ckuan. Take 
the two lines under the title a t  the beginning of the book. The first line 

I& For the life of PAO T'ing-po, see Kuo-ch'ao ch'i-hsien lei-ching ch'u-pien B@ 
@f#@@@fg(484 chiian; 1884-1890) 441.32a-3Ga; TSCSS B.38a-40a. 


I' SsC-lc'u wei-shou shu-mu t'i-yao, Preface. 
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reads Mang-huo-lun niu-ch'a [Mongyol-un Ni'uEa]; t h e  second, t'o-ch'a-an 
[to[b]Ea'an].These mus t  represent t he  official title and  the  name of t he  author.  
Such are lacking in  M r .  CH'IEN'Scopy, a n d  t h e  omission should be  remedied 
accordingly. Other readings a s  well as  t he  arrangement of lines and  paragraphs 
are  again frequently bet ter  in this copy. This  m a y  indeed be  termed a good 
text. . . . 

CH'IEN'S Bibliography of Yuan Writings, completed in 1800, 
has, indeed: " Yuan pi-shih, 10 chiian; Continuation, 2 [f^, mis-
print for 53cl~iian. No author indicated. These record the rise of 
T'ai-tsu [Cinggis] and the conquest of Chin by Tai-tsung [~giidei]. 
Both with interlinear translation of the Mongolian [in Chinese 
transcription]. I suspect they were the so-called T'o-pi-clz'ih-yen 
[TobEiyan]." l6 It would seem that CH'IEN must have seen CHIN'S 

'VH'IENTa-hsin, Yuan-shih i-w$n chih (4 chiian; Ch'ien-yen-t'ang ch'iian-shu) 
2.14a. I t  may be interesting to observe that as early as 1800 or earlier CH'IEN 
had thought of the Tobidyan. His copy in 15Yiian[-ch'aolpi-shih as flft&s@ 
chiian does not have the two lines mentioned by Xu. It is possible, however, that 
before he made the entry in the Yuan-shih i-w8n chih, he had learned about these 
lines from CHIN T&-yii's or someone else's copy or copies of the 10 4- 3-chiian Yiian- 
ch'ao pi-shih and had begun to think of t'o-ch'a-an &@% as a corruption of t'o-pi-
ch'ih-yen. On the other hand, he might have concluded from the nature of the Chinese 
title and the contents of the book that it was The TobEiyan mentioned in the Yuan 
shih, as LI TT'Bn-t'ien did in 1891 in LI's handu-ritten note on LI's copy of the Yiian-
ch'ao pi-shih (see Y P S I Y Y T K ,  Illustratioil 3) .  And yet, LI's explanation of the two 
lines, in his YCPSC l . l a ,  was still like that of K u  Kuang-ch'i in 1805. Paul PELLIOT, 
"Le titre mongo1 du Yuan tch'ao pi che," T P  14(1913) .131-132, narrated the failure 
of Kt. and LI to understand the two lines, mentioned the silence of Palladius and 
other Russian writers on the matter, and proceeded to reconstruct the two lines into 
"dlongyolun-niyuda tobdiyan, qui signifient Histoire secrkte des iTfongols," stating, 
moreover, that the word tobdiyan though unattested, is found in a Uighur-Chinese 
vocabulary [@BsB,cf. PELLIOT, T P  38 (1948) ,3751 a t  the Bibliothkque Nationale 
in Paris, where the Chinese equivalent is given as & shih, "history." I t  should be 
noted, however, that NAKA Rlichiyo (1851-1908), CKJ, " Joron " p. 1, had 
already made ==" Mongholun Niucha Tobchaan " ='r@&a@R[ 1.]@%
%& q> $,&. S H ~ NTs&ng-chih (1850-1932), posthumous publication, YPSPC 1 .la, 
and KANGKno-wei (1877-1927), "RlBng-m&n Yiian-ch'ao pi-shih pa 2%z@$$ 
&@," ICuan-t'ang pieh-chi @,gXl]$& x,'&g&(Wang chung-ch'io hung i-shu 
BB),4a-5b, written in 1925, both came to a similar conchsion; but they were 
rather late. Professor Francis TVoodman CLEAVES, " The Sino-Mongolian Inscription 
of 1363," HJAS 12(1949).138, n. 231, brings forth the first attestation of the Moil- 
golian word tobdiyan in the Uighur script. Professor hT.POPPE, "Stand und Aufgabe 
der Mongolistik," ZDMG lOO(1950) .71, is inclilled to the view that M$$$s might 
be a transcription of to'oca'an which could have come from tojrocaian (Zahlen, 
Zahlung, Aufzahlung, Schatzung) . 
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incomplete copy of the Yiian-clz'ao pi-shih or received the requisite 
information therefrom before the ha te  of the completion of his 
Bibliography of Yiian TBritings. It could not, however, have been 
very long before 1800. There is a hitherto unnoticed passage in 
the Excerpts from the Diary of Mr. Ch'ien Ta-hsin (Chu-ting 
hsien-she"ng jilz-chi ch'ao B%@ ) : 

Received a letter from ~T'A~YG [F~'A~YGLung-chuang Hui-~SU 
1730-18071, accompanying the return of Yuan pi-shih, 4 volumes. He  says that 
he once from the Pao-shih Chih-pu-tsu-chai f$fj??.+a&Z@borrowed [the 
library of PAO T'ing-pol a printed copy which mas mutilated a t  the beginning 
and the end, and which divided the chuan differently from this one.17 

Though this passage is undated, and the excerpts are not 
arranged according to chronological sequence, the approximate 
time may still be surmised. Since CH'IENsounds as if he had never 
before heard of a chjian division of the Yuan-clz'ao pi-shih other 
than 15, this entry in his diary must be dated before 1800. Since 
WANGHui-tsu did not retire to Hsiao-shan %& until 1793, and 
was not, until 1797, sufficiently well to resume work on such 
projects as Diferent Persons under the Same Names in the 

2


Twenty-four Histories (Erlz-shilz-ssii-shih t'ung-lzsing-nzing lu -
Professor CLEAVES personally informs me that  the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih has, with few 

exceptions, a mechanically consistent system of transcribing Mongolian sounds with 
Chinese characters. TobEiyan alternates with *tobCayan (= tobEa'an) . TobEa'an 
would be transcribed, according to the Yiian-ch'ao pi-shih system, & F' $$$%( b 
in a smaller character placed halfway toward the right). To'oEa'an would be tran-
scribed I t  seems to me that, aside from the fact that  tobCiyanm$!(@%. (= 

b [ o r  , or TI$B)is well attested in Yiian literature as "history" or 
"historical record," it ~vould, indeed, be easier for a little r' than for a big $$ 
to drop off a t  the hand of a copyist. 

At this juncture, I take the opportunity to  acknowledge my indebtedness to 
Professor CLEAVES for the many forms of assistance generously given me, such as 
calling my attention to obscure references, lending me rare literature from his own 
collection, allowing me to consult him frequently on Mongolian, of which I am only 
beginning to learn a few words from him, and occasionally on Persian, of which I 
know not a nord. But  for his assistance and encouragement, this paper would never 
have been written. I am, however, entirely responsible for the conclusions and 
hypotheses set forth herein, as well as for the inaccuracies in statement and errors 
in judgment that  may in course of time require correction. 

I7H0 Yiian-hsi mfilSi-g,Chu-t ins  hsien-sh8ng jih-chi ch'ao (3 chiian, 1805; Chiao-
ching shan-fang ts'ung-shu ul EBB)1.3-lb. 



f-BJkH@?%&) and Yuan History Confirmed and Rejuted by 
Itself (Yiian-shih pgn-che"ng -?t&&% ) , projects which were of 
interest to CH'IEN and for which CH'IEN wrote prefaces,'' it would 
seem that their correspondence relating to Yuan-clz'ao pi-shih 
must have taken place in the closing years of the eighteenth 
century. 

The interesting thing here is the fact that PAOT'ing-po had 
then an incomplete copy of the printed Yuan-ch'ao pi-slzih. Since 
he was an intimate friend of CHIN T&-yii, 1750-1800,1bne is 
tempted to think that CHIN'S printed copy and PAO'Sprinted 
copy were one and the same, and that the information CH'IEN 
received for his Bibliograplzy of Yuan TT'm'tings might, after all, 
have been from PAO. It would be natural also to assume that, 
after having made a copy of CH'IEN'S 15-chiian text, PAOpro-
ceeded in the early weeks of 1805 to fill in the gaps with the 
readings he found in his own printed It is hardly necessary 
to imagine, as does Professor CH'GN Yuan, that PAOborrowed 
CHANGHsiang-yun's facsimile copy before Ku Kuang-ch'i pre-
vailed upon CHANG Tun-j&n to borrow the book later in the year. 
If we examine closely the photographic reproduction of the first 
page of the PAOcollated we find in the first line under 
the title, in the five characters ~%6%&%, that 'ttf is written later 
or by a different hand, and that is rniswritten as @. This 
would tend to confirm the report that PAO'Sown printed copy 
had suffered some damage at the begining. CHANGHsiang-yun's 
facsimile copy was intact according to Ku. 

The fact that PAOhad to fill in the gaps in his 15-chiian copy 
would seem to indicate that the Yung-lo ta-tien text had apparent 
lacunae, when compared with the printed text. CHANGMu, 1805- 

TTANGIIui-tsu, Ping-t'a yBng-h6ng yii-lu %$&g@&$$ (1886, Wang Lung- 
chuang hsien-sh6ng i-shu E~ga&&gB)Ga. Cf. Ca'fx Jang @% , " WANG 
Hui-tsu nien-p'u," Fu-jBn hsiieh-chih $iti'eBs I ,  ii(19%9) .45-60. Erh-shih-sszi-shih 
t'ung-hsing-ming lu was never published. CH'IEX Ta-hsin's preface is in Ch'ien-
yen-t'ang w8n-chi 24.27a-28a. Yuan-shih p8n-ch8ng (50 chuan; Shao-hsing hsien-ch8ng 

s , 189l), CH'IEN'S preface is dated 180%. 
lo See TSCSS 5.5lb. CHIN died while he was drinking with PAO. 

TWO notations (quoted in YPSIYYTK 6a) under the dates 14 February and 11 
March 1805 both use the expression &$J*@gs. 

YPSIYYTZI, Illustration 3. 

i 
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1849, had, in the autumn of 1821, personally copied out of the 
Yung-lo ta-tien 22  the sectional summaries of the Yuan-ch'ao 
pi-shih. Before giving the text to be printed in the Lien-yiin-i 
ts'ung-shu, he, too, had to collate it in 1847 with the PAOcollated 
text then in the possession of HANT'a i -h~a . ' ~Did lie find some 
lacunae even in the sectional summaries? It is to be regretted 
that  neither he nor PAObefore him took pains to denote the 
specific textual variations between \%-hat was from the Yung-lo 
ta-tien and what was otherwise. Since the Boxer War in 1900 
and the destruction of the College of Literature by fire, only a 
few hundred volumes of the Yung-lo ta-tien are now left, scattered 
in different parts of the world, and chuan 5179-5193 have never 
been reported as rec~vered. '~ P t  ulould be difficult to attempt a 
thoroughgoing comparison of the Yung-lo ta-tien text and the 
early >ling printed text to arrive at  a completely satisfactory 
conclusion about the relation between the two." 

Perhaps there may still be available in some of the old libraries 
some early recopies of such copies as CH'IENTa-hsin's, that had 

"Cf. CHANC MU, Yin-chai w6n-chi @Bg$f$(8 chuan; Shun-yu ts'ung-shu 
m;fi%@) 3.80b, which has the text of his colophon to the copy he made. He 
also said that the 15 chiian were contained in 8 ts't?. In  his opinion, the text was 
continuous, constituting one bulky book; the chuan division was arbitrarily made by 
the editors of the Yung-lo ta-tien. LI lV811-t'ien (YCPSC l . l a )  commits the error of 
saying that the Lien-yun-i ts'ung-shu text came from CH'IEN Ta-hsin's copy of the 
Yung-lo ta-tien text. This error was inherited by NAKA Michiyo, op. cit., p. 52, and -
IIATTGRIShira UKfffiafilu, Gench6 hishi no mdliogo zuo araztiasu kanji no lienkyii 

@$$&a) @-&%&'%C% $@%4)@iff. ((T6ky6, 1941), p. 3. 
'"ee CHAKG'Scoloplion (dated 13 July 1848), YPS l5.3a; cf. Y P S I Y Y T K  6a. 
'"Y i j ~ x  T'ung-li, " Yung-lo ta-tien hsien-ts'un chiian-mu piao," KLPPTSKICK 

VIII, i (1933) ,103-140. IWAIHirosato g#%g "Enshi eiraku taiten genson 
kammoku hya hosei -& 7%$$3k &;FTkE," Ikeuchi hakase lianreki 
kinen t6ydshi rons6 ')&afZ$&%@&&s'g&%% (Takya, 1940), pp. 108-160. 
IMAHORISeiji +%%=, " Eiraku taiten genson kanimoku tsuilio &# ," Shigaku 
Kenkya 12(1940), Tie. 3. I have, at  present, no access to the last-named paper. 

2: Comparing the PAOcollated text with the fragments of the Ming printed edition, 
Professor C H ' ~ P ~  Yiiaii ( Y P S I Y Y T K  7b-8b) gives a list of instances wherein both have 
the same wrong readings, and a list of those wherein the PAOtext is better. From 
the former he coiicludes that the Yung-lo ta-tien text was derived from the printed 
text. From the latter, he colicludes that the Yung-lo ta-tien text must have had the 
benefit of some editorial correction. But how are we to be certain that the editorial 
correction was not by CH'IEN Ta-hsin, or PAO T'ing-po, or someone else? 

mailto:$@%4)@iff
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not been collated with the 10 t 2-chiian text.z6 If so, the recon-
struction of the text of the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih in the Yung-lo 
ta-tien may be an interesting project for some enterprising scholar. 

11. The Nling printed text. 

\$'hat is known as " K u  chiao pkn B@&" may, perhaps, be 
rendered as the " Ku certified copy," because Ku performed no 
collation; and what he did was merely to check the recopied text 
against the original facsimile copy, which he had considered per-
fect. His certification consists of his handwritten colophon, the 
impression of one of his seals, with the inscription " Personally 
checked (or collated or proofread) by K u  Kuang-ch'i (Ku Clzien-
p'in shou chiao BiBdlR4@)" and, a t  the end of each chiian, the 
notation in his own handwriting of the number of leaves in that  
chiian and the date of his having finished checking that  chuan. 

The copy belonged, of course, to his host and employer, CHANG 

"In a previous note, I have already mentioned a Chia-ting CH'IEK family copy in 
the catalogue of the Tieh-ch'in t'ung-chien lou. TINGPing TB (1839-1899), Shan-
pdn shu-shih ts'ang-shu chih ~ 2 f r ; ~ ' ~ @ ~ ~(40 + 1 chiian; Hangchow, 1908) 
7.Wb records a manuscript copy of Yuan pi-shih 15 chiian, formerly belonging to WANG 
Tsung-yen x$& , 175.5-18%6. C H ' ~ NClikng-chih E@E (chin-shih 180'2) and 
C H ' ~ NShu-shuo (fl. 1866), Tai-ching-t'ang shu-mu B@gi& (4 chiian; 
circa 1911) 9.19a records another manuscript copy, made by CIIAPV'GJulig-ching 
@@@ (fl. 1824; cf. TSCSS 5.68b-70a). Lu Bsin-yuan @,(,>a,Pi-sung-lou 
tscang-shu chih ~ ~ ~ @ @ ~ , ~(120 + 4 chiian; 1889) 93.14a-l7a has another copy 
said to have once been in the possession of LAOK& %#$ (1820-1866) and wrongly 
described as a facsimile copy of a Yuan printed edition. The copy noted in SeikadG 
bunko lzanseki bunrui mokuroku #pJgZgz@@%.a@a (T6ky6, 1930), p. 
941, might be a recopy from it. CHANGChin-wu sag,Ai-jih ching-lu ts'ang-shu 
chih 2a HBB&,% (36 + 4 chiian; 1896) 11.4a-5b records another copy, with-
out stating its provenance. There are doubtless others in other libraries. 

I t  may be noted that CHANGM U  (Yin-chai wdn-chi 3.2Ob) mentions that CH'GNG 
T'ung-w&n @Hz(d. 1893) had also made a copy directly from the Yung-lo 
ta-Lien, which C H ' ~ N Gused copiously in composing his Yuan-shih hsi-pei ti-li k'ao
x&@;fki&@s,the manuscript of which was, however, lost. 

S H I ~ A D AKan a-@,Fang yii l t h  %@$$ (1905; Peking, 1997) 19b reports 
having seen the manuscript of the Yiian-ch'ao pi-shih shu chBlag z@$f&E&$$B 
by the bibliophile HUANGP'ei-lieh 8524 ((1763-1895). This is curious, for HUANG 
was not known to be a scholar in this field. On general principles, I am, on the 
whole, skeptical of SHIRIADA'Sreports of bibliographical rarities. Cf. my prolegomena 
to A Concordance t o  the Poems of Ttc Fu (Harvard-Yenching Institute Sinological 
Index Series, Supplement 14, 3 volumes, 1940) 1. xl, n. 901. 
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Tun-jGn, 17'64-1834, whose seal was impressed upon it. Later 
the book passed through the hands of several other owners-
whose seals are also on the book-and then becaine the posses- 
sion of the Manchu scholar Shbng-yii @S, 1850-1900.27 It is 
said that  while in Sheng-yii's possession the book was recopied 
by both EI WGn-t'ien, 1834-1895, and J V ~ N  T'ing-shih %E&r 
1856-1904.28 LI's Commentary on the Yiian-ch'ao pi-shih (Yuan- 
ch'ao pi-shih chu B ) was, however, on CHANG Mu's 15-clzzian 
collated text, with sectional suininaries ~ n l y , ~ % n d  he hardly made 
use of the 12 + 2-chuan text with the Mongolian in Chinese tran- 
scription and with interlinear tran~lation.~'  The Cominentary 
was published in 1896, the year after LI's death; on the top margin 
are printed a number of WGN's comments, some of which are on 
iteins only found in the Chinese-transcribed Mongolian text. 

K ~ N ,moreover, had another recopy made of his own copy, 
which he presented as a gift in 1902 to N A I T ~  Torajirii mk%B 

in Osaka, Japan, who promptly had another recopy made 
available to NAKA Michiyo in Tok~cS.~' I n  1907' there was pub- 

27 On the photolithographic edition published by the Shanghai Commercial Press 
in SPTK 111, I fail to note any seal impress of Sheng-yu. There is, however, one 
impression so faint and obliterated as to be utterly illegible. Could that be it? Cf. 
Fu Tskng-hsiang Be'&,Ts'ang-yiian ch'iin-shu t'i-chi ss&$c3 (1933) . 
153-154. 

N A I T ~Torajii-6 m@@a@$, Kenki sh6roku @$$$/j\$& (,Ky6to, 1928), p. 
160. LI's copy must have been made before the summer of 1Y91. There is one of his 
dated notations on its first page; see Y P S I Y Y T R ,  Illustration 4. NAKA (CRJ ,  Joron, 
p. 	45) says that the copies of TV~N and LI were made in 1885. 

Cf. supra, n. 44, on LI's error about the provenance of YPS. 
N A I T ~Torajiro (1866-1934), Shina shigakushi z%&@&(Tokyo, 1949), 

p. 535, is very likely right in stating that LI had, perhaps, already written the larger 
part of his commentary before seeing the 10 -I- 8 chiian text. 
"CKJ,  p. 86, says that W ~ N ' S  gift to N A I T ~  was made at  the end of 1901. O.IfGH 

=SHIRATORIKurakichi (1865-194%), Onyalcu mobun genchd kishi (Tokyo. ISAT), 
Preface, states that the gift mas made somewhere between 1901 and 1908. The 
English translation of the preface makes it that the gift was for N A I T ~  and NAKA 
jointly. 

TTTPN's letter to N A I T ~ ,  accompanying the book, and his note written on the 
cover of the book were both dated 10 January 1902. In the note, TT'PN made the 
error of stating that Shitng-yu's copy had previously belonged to CH'IEN Ta-hsin and 
then CHANGMU, and that after he had borrowed the book in the winter of 1885 
and he and LI TTT&n-t'ien had each made a recopy, there were only three copies in 
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lished NAKA'SChingisu kan jitsuroku, which is a Japanese trans- 
lation of the Yuan-ch'ao pi-skih on the basis of both the sectional 
summaries and the Chinese-transcribed Mongolian text. The work 
contains many notes quoting relevant Chinese and foreign source 
material as well as some of the research discussions on pertinent 
topics, 

I n  the meantime, W i h  T'ing-shih's own copy of the 10 + 2-
chiian Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih had gone, according to Professor CH'$N 
Yiian, into the possession of YEHT6-hui, 1864-P927,32 who pro- 
ceeded to publish it in 1908 in a wood-block edition, under the 
title M6ng-wen Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih or Yuan-ch'ao pi-slzih in Mon- 
g01ian.~~Thus for the first time the Ki;u certified text, with aUom-
able errors by copyists and printers, became easily accessible to 
scholars interested in the study of early Mongolian or the early 
period of Mongolian history. The growing interest in these fields 
during the subsequent years justified the republication in 1936, 
by the photolithographic process, of the original Ku certified text 

the world. That he did not know the real history of the book and that the K u  
Kuang-ch'i colophon was without Ku's name compel one to conclude that the copy 
lent hi111 by ShCny-yii was not the orig.ina1 ICu certified copy, but a copy thereof- 
without the seals of previous owners and without Ku's name on the colophon. Thus 
in 1886, there should have been a t  least four copies of the book, not three. In  the 
note, IVkx expresses the hope that both NAITOand NAKAwould make helpful dis-
coveries from their study of the book. Cf. N A I T ~  @ g gTorajir6, filokuto shodan 
(T6ky6, 1948), pp. 187, 188, 190; Plate [3]. 
" YPSIYYTG,  p. 4a; Illustration 1. In YEH'S Hsi-yiian tu-shu chih BsE@'@g 

(16 chiian; 1938) 3.39a-30a there is an account of the book, dated 17 January 1907. 
I t  is full of erroneous statements. The book also appears in the catalogue of YEH'S 
library, Guan-leu-t'ang shu-mu $&&gsB(4 chiian, 1935) 3.17a. 

3 3 Y ~ ~ ' s  to is dated 9th moon (7 October-5 November), 1907. prefacc AlTVYCPS 
Like his reading account written in January, this preface also makes the assertion 
that Ks&,&@fEFt@represents the name and official title of the author and 
that the Yung-lo ta-tien did not have the Mongolian text transcribed with Chinese 
characters. The most amazing thing is that, while in the reading account YEH said 
that the Ku Kuang-ch'i colophon attached to the copy had been copied out of Ku's 
Ssci-shih-chai tcP^n-chili ,E,$$@z$&[I8 chiian; Ch'un-hui-t'ang ts'ung-shu ss;
14.17a-b1, here in his own printed edition a note is appended to that colophon: 
"No  author was indicated for this colophon." And does this mean that, when the 
copyist made the recopy from the copy in Sh6ng-yii's possession, he had neglected 
to copy down Ku's signature and the indications of time and place after the colophon? 
See note 31. 
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by the Commercial Press in Shanghai, which then had the manu- 
script copy in its posse~sion.~~ 

Six years later, in 1942, there was published in Japan, by the 
T6y6 Bunko %'%%@,the Onyaku nzobun gencho hishi of SHIRA- 
TORI Kurakichi, which represents a reprinting, by movable type, 
of the YEHT&-hui edition with corrections-partially indicated 
with parentheses-and with the retranscription of lalongolian 
words in Latin 1ette1-s.~' That all these three printed editions- 
woodcut, photolithographic, and movable type-follow the same 
pagination and alignment is a happy convenience for textual 
comparison. 

So far, we have dealt with Ku's certified text, which through 
such processes of reprinting may be said to be reasonably assured 
of immortality. What has become of CHANG Hsiang-yun's copy, 
of which Ku's certified copy claims to be a faithful recopy? If 
not lost, i t  may yet turn up sometime in the future. A. more 
important question relates to the nature of the printed copy- 
or a hand copy thereof-of which the CHAKG Hsiang-yun copy was 
a facsimile. Obviously, it could not have been the incomplete 
printed copy that belonged to CHINTi?.-yu or PAOT'iiig-po, or 
both successively. CHANG'S facsimile copy was said to be perfect 
and already old-in 1806. And that imperfect printed copy, in 
Chekiang in the early years of the nineteenth century, has never 
been heard of again! 

34 This photolitllograpllic edition of the Commercial Press I shall designate as 
YCPS (CP)  . t i t  the end is a long colophon by CHANG Yiian-chi gzi@.in ~vllicll 
there is given a list of tlle textual deviations in I ~ ~ T V Y C P S  comparedwhen with 
YCPS (CP)  . In 11I:YT [which represents Professor HAEYISCH'S reconstruction of the 
JBIYYCPS Mongolian text with Latin letters] 188-138 is given a list of textual varia- 
tions among J1lTrYCPS, I'CPS(CP), tlle PAO-Palladius copy which hereafter I shall 
designate as YCPS (P -P) ,  and tlle fragments of the Ming printed edition ~vhicll 
hereafter I shall designate as I'CPS(FP). HATTORI,op. cit., pp. 6-81, declares this 
list to be not sufficiently satisfactory, and proceeds to tabulate his findings in the 
.IIIT'YCPS, YCPS(CP)  and three texts in Japan (all of which are descended directly 
or indirectly from 1T7TTfl\r T'ing-shill's copy). I t  seems, however, that for purposes of 
t!le reconstruction of the Mongolian text or the study of the textual origin of the 
Chinese transcription and translation, only an accurate and exhaustive tabulation of 
the ~a r i an t s  between YCPS (CP)  and YCPS (P-P) is needed. 

3 T h i s  work of SHIRATORIwas not proofread by himself and came off the press 
after his death. 
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To the bibliophile YANG Fu-chi#B@Z*, in 1787, the Yiian pi-
shilz liieh % of WAN Kuang-t'ai g%%was, indeed, a literary 
curiosity. He saw a manuscript copy of it in PAOT'ing-po's 
library, made a recopy of it, and thought it worthy of publica- 
t i ~ n . ~ ~To us, the book would appear to be of no value, for it 
consists only of casual selections-literarily polished and not 
chronologically arranged-from the sectional summaries of the 
Yuan-clz'ao pi-slzih. But WAN'S preface is interesting: 

Y u a n  pi-shih 10 chuan, Continuation 2 chuan. No author's name. . . . 
The text has one line of Mongolian and then one line of translation. After 
each section, there is a summary translation connecting the [individually 
translated] words. For  each line, there should originally have been the Mon- 
golian script. Now it is not preserved. A few items from this book are used 
in the compilation of the Y u a n  shih. But  there is a good deal of difference 
between the two books. I n  1382, Huo-~iian-chieh and Ma-sha-i-hei 
&@$%(should be ?'*)a (shih-chiang @$&) and a compilers, rector 
(pien-hsiu ) of the College of Literature were ordered to compile the 

Sino-foreign Vocabulary (Hua-i i -yu S!J$gBB) . They relied very much on 
this book for consultation in order to  decide on the manipulation of words 
and the approximation of sounds. The text, however, is not elegant or smooth 
and i t  tends to  dwell on trivial things. After deleting the unbelievable, I 
compile this Y u a n  pi-shih lueh in 2 chuan. . . . 6 June 1748, a t  Tientsin in 
the Small Flower-Watering Pavilion (Hsiao-chiao-hua-t'ing /Jx.~%$) of the 
CH'A family. 

The time was forty-three years before K u  Kuang-ch'i saw a 
facsimile copy of the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih. The CH'A family of 
Tientsin was then, of course, the family of CH'A Wei-j6n %%fZ 
1694-1749, and CH'A Li %fig, 1715-1783, and others, a family 
celebrated for wealth, hospitality, literary distinction and official 
prominence, a family that had lived in Peking and was already 
well-known a t  the close of the Ming dynasty.37 It was just the 
type of family to have in its collection such a book as this, which 
,SUN Ch'kng-ts6 had already declared to be exceedingly rare. And 
could the copy used by SUN-to copy out the sectional sum- 
maries-be the same copy that was then or later in the CH'A 
family? Could one of the many scholars entertained or employed 

36 I t  was later published in Chao-tai ts'ung-shu @ RBs,1833-1844. YANG'S 
dated colophon is at the end of the book. 

37 For the CH'Afamily, see FAXG Chao-ying, "CHA Li," ECCP, pp. 19-21. 
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by the CH'A family have made a facsimile copy of the book, that 
would account for CHANG Hsiang-yun's copy later in Lu-chou? 
These are conjectures, still lacking literary substantiation. 

As already pointed out by CHANG Yuan-chi @%% in his colo- 
~ h o nto the Commercial Press photolithographic edition, a Yiian- 
ch'ao pi-shih, in 12 chuan, was registered in the library catalogue 
of HUANG Yii-chi , 1629-1691, Ch'ien-ch'iny-t'ang shu-mz~ 
T (33 cliian; Shilz-yiian ts'uny-shu %EISB ) 4.6a. 
This library was in Nanking, and if the book was a printed copy, 
one might conjecture that in the course of a century it had 
reached the bibliophile PAOT'ing-po in a worn state. But this is 
rather hazardous g~essing.~' 

The attempt to trace an original printed copy arises mainly 
from the hope that it may help to give the answers to two 
questions: Was there not a preface which would tell when and 
how the transcription and the translations were made? Was 
CHANGHsiang-yiin's copy really a facsimile copy that could be 
relied upon as if it were the printed edition? 

Fortunately, the second question can be answered. In 1933, 
in the old storage building known as Nei-ko ta-k'u FIEIkg in 
the Peking Palace, 41 leaves 39 of the printed edition were dis-
covered, together with a few leaves of a printed edition of the 
Hua-i i-yu, which was thought to have been printed in the iwenty- 
second year of the Hung-wu @& period, namely 1389, as judged 
from the dated preface and some of the dated contents in the 
Han-f6n-lou pi-chi @%&$d% photolithographic reproduction 
of an old printed copy. Since the rediscovered fragments of the 
two books show a striking resemblance in format and typography 
and among the names of the block-makers registered a t  the 

Despite the arguments of CHASG Chun-h&ng @&@ in his colophon (1013) 
to HUAXG'S catalogue, HUANG really did not have all of the books registered therein. 
Yung-lo ta-tien, 22211 chuan, appears on 15.7a. It is unbelievable that he could 
have had that in his library. 

Y P S I Y Y T K  7a-b says 45 leaves. CHANG Yuan-chi's colophon to Y C P S ( C P )  
says 41 leaves. The 41 leaves included in Y C P S ( C P )  are as follo\~s (the printed 
fragments have running page numbers as well as those by chuan):  3.9-11 ( 1 0 9 - I l l ) ,  
3.13-16 (113-116) ,  3.46-48 (146-148), 4.45-49 (195-199) ,  7.29-36 (335-342) ,  8.21-29 (377- 
3 8 5 ) ,  8.32-40 (388-396) .  
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center of the leaf, two are the same for both the Hua-i i-yii and 
the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih, it was thought that the latter must also 
have been printed during the Hung-wu period, namely between 
1368 and 1398.40 The 41 leaves of the printed edition have been 
photographed and included in the Commercial Press photolitho- 
graphic reproduction of the Ku certified The arrange- 
ment of words in the line and that of lines on the page are 
practically the same. The structure of the characters and the 
style of calligraphy are again not very dissimilar. Thus it may 
be concluded that the CHANG Hsiang-yun copy must have been 
indeed a good facsimile copy of the so-called "Hung-wu " printed 
edition, and that the Ku certified copy must have been a good 
facsimile copy of the CHANG Hsiang-yiin copy.42 In other words, 
the I<u certified copy may be regarded as so reliable that all 
textual errors therein must be attributed also to the printed 
edition, most of which is now lost. 

As regards the first question, we have only certain circuin- 
stantial clues to some answers, partly conclusive and partly still 
conjectural. LI !Ten-t'ien had already observed in 1891 that the 
Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih, being a secret history of the Yuan, protected 
from circulation and unauthorized reading, could hardly have been 
translated so long as the A4ongols were ruling China.43 

4 0  YPSZYYTK 7a-b, Illustrations 4, 5. The differences between the Hua-i i-yii 
reproduced in the Hun-fBn-lou pi-chi and the printer1 fragments discovered in 1933 
are: a)  The borders of the former are double-lined, while those of the latter are 
single-lined. b) The latter has the names of the wood-block-cutting workmen a t  the 
central margin, while the former has none. Professor C ~ ' f n -believes that the signed 
blocks constitute the earliest edition-namely, that of 1389-and the copy reproduced 
in the Han-fdn-lou pi-chi represents a later edition. 

411tis to be regretted that because the editors substituted the fragments for the 
original leaves of the I<u certified copy, the latter are thus not available for purposes 
of comparison. Instead of comparing identical pages, ure can only compare consecutive 

pages 
42 The differences between the printed and copied pages are all in the center of 

the block (pan-hsin & ~ i , & ) .  The printed edition has: a )  a centering black bar 
(ha-k'ou R ) ; b) running page numbers, regardless of chzian; and c) the signature 
of the bloc1;-maker. The ICu certified copy has none of these. 

43 LI'S handwritten note on his copy of the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih. See YPSZYYTK, 
Illustration $2. He quotes Yuan shih 35.14b, under the date 30 May 1331, when Chinese 
official scholars requested the use of The TobEiyan to enable them to incorporate the 
history of T'ai-tsu [= Cinggis Qanl into the Ching-shih ta-tien @&A& and were 
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Later, in his published commentary, LI observed that  the 
peculiar use in the sectional summaries of the word fei F@ " to 
abolish" in the sense of clzu % " to kill, to execute," savors of 
the taboo of the early years of the ;loling Dynasty (1368-1644), 
when, because the name of the imperial family was CHL% , 
homophonous with %, fei was used as a substitute for the latter.44 
RIoreover, the use of the term Pei-p'ing ;Ik+ would mean that 
the translation was done between 1368 and 1404-411 other worils, 
after Ta-tu k$lShad fallen as a capital of the Yiian and before 
Peking had risen as a capital of the iaIing.4' TITithout citing oll~er 
arguments, we may consider these to be sufficient for setting 
certain chronological limits for both the sectional and the inter- 
linear translations-the latter also uses the terms fei and Pei-pyilzg. 

Some scholars of the late &ling and early Ch'ing 4G ~ 1 1 0  llad 
something to say about the Ihlongolian-Chinese vocabulary, Hz~u-i 

refused on the ground that  " The TobCiyan is a matter of secrecy and proscription, 
nc t  allowed to be circulated among, or copied by, outsiders l% @@gH$&s#
q+!9l-A$g% . 3 3  

" 17CPSC 4.25b ?%@@,AC f  P ' r i  Cl1'6!iqchang 1663, i i a o  shih k h o  i 
%& (6 chiian; Rztng-shun-t'anq ts'l~ng-skz~@nEzsg)2.2Ob; Kao huang-ti 
yii-chih uPn-chi &gc$@$Bz@ edition, 1529) (20 chiian; Yiin-nan 7.28a-2Da. 
The Yiian-ch'ao pi-shih is not consistent in the use of " fei." KANAIYasuzS, &* 
@s, hishi kanyaku no T G  1(1911).7"Gench6 jidai ~ @ $ $ & ~ ~ ~ @ f ~ , "  
points out two passazes nhe-e chzc a is used. Cf. OJfGII  4.49a, 5.2lb. Such inconsis- 
tency means, ho~\-ever, only that  the translation might have been done a t  dLfferent times 
or that  there might have been more than one t r~ns la tor .  As a matter of fact, there are 
plenty of examples of the official use of chu during 1368-1308. The taboo was more 
social than legal. The official dictionary, flung-TCZLcl~Png-yiinBzEEE, promul-
gated in 1375, has " chls 3,to kill, to execute," in chiian 2, rhyme 4, yii . 

YCPSC 13.23a-l4a. LI was somewhat puzzled over the term "Prince of Pei-p'ing, 
Pei-p'ing-mang ; I k + E  " in Yii Chi B$f$ (1272-1348), Tao-yiian hsiieh-ku-ZZL 

Bg&& (50 chiian; SPTK) 23.7b-8a. loc, cit., p. 70 seizes upon this to I~AXAI,  
argue that  " Pei-p'ing " was used in Yiian times. I t  should be realized, however, that  
antiquated place names may be used in titles of investiture. "Pei-p'ing " here refers 
to the ancient Pei-p'ing-chiin gfi , not Ta-tu of the Yiian. 
''C H ~ N GHsiao a@, 1499-1566, WZL-hsiieh-pien%@!% (69 c h i i a ~ ;hf ing 

edition) 67.lb; Chin yen +z (4 chiian, in Chi-Zu hui-pien 144-147) 
4.48a-b; Xu Yen-wu %&& (1613-1682), Jih-chih-Zu chih yii H 9 3 @ 2 &  (4  
chuan; 1910) 4.14b-15a. Xu probably quoted from ;Cling shih-lu directly. C H ~ X G ' s  
quotation was probably indirect, for he has sB@% instead of &$)$%. Like-
wise, the quotation in HUANG I<uang-sh&ng $$%% (ch in -~h ih1535), Chao-tai Lien- 
tse* MKgHl] (28 chiian; 1600) 9.2Ob-11a. 
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i-yii, had already quoted a passage from the &ling shih-lu, the 
text of which is now easily accessible. Under the date 20 January 
1582 it  says: 

[The Emperor] ordered Huo-yuan-chieh, a rector of the College of Litera- 
ture, and others to compile the Hua-i i-yii. His Majesty knew that the 
former Yiian dynasty never had a written language of its own and t,hat in 
issuing summonses and dispatching orders it merely borrowed the Uighur 
script to make up Mongolian words for translating the languages of the 
world. [. . .] Now, consequently, he commanded Huo-yuan-chieh, together with 
Ma-sha-i-hei, a Compiler (of the College of Literature], and others to translate 
its words into Chinese. Everything in astronomy, geography, human affairs, 
categories of living things, food and raiment, utensils-none is left out of 
the compilation. [They], moreover, used the Yuan pi-shih for reference, joining 
or cutting the words [on the one hand] to approximate the sounds [on the 
other]. When it was finished, the Emperor decreed that it be printed and 
circulated. Henceforth, our o5cial envoys going to or returning from the 
northern regions were all enabled to comprehend the [barbarian] mind.47 

Discussing the provenance of the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shik, VAN 
Kuang-t'ai, in 1748, quoted this passage indire~tly.~' He ap- 
parently felt that the passage justified the surmise that the 
transcribed and translated text was already in existence before 
the time of the compilation of the Hua-i i-yu. NAKAMichiyo's 
interpretation of the passage, however, was such as to enable him 
to conclude that the Mongolian text in Uighur script " was tran- 

"'ling shih-lu (500 ts'd; Nanking, 1940) 20 141.3b-4a. Cf. the translation by Paul 
PELLIOT (1878-1945), on pages 230-231 of "Le H6ja et  le Sayyid Husain de 1'Histoire 
des Rfing," TP 38 (1948) 31-292. The expression niu ch'ieh ch'i tzii must 
hare appeared difficult to comprehend. Hence in such quotations as those by C&NG 
Hsiao and HUANG Kuang-sheng (see previous note), it has become i ch'ieh ch'i tziia$&*.I n  SUN Yii-hsiu's 6?@@ colophon to the Hua-i i-yd (Han-fin-lou 
pi-chi), it has become hsi ch'ieh ch'i tzii $81kns+. PELLIOT'S rendering, " ils en 
analyskrent les ClCments Ccrits," savors somewhat of the latter. The compilers of the 
Shih-lu seem to have taken the term from LITJ San-wu's preface to theBJ'113-g 

Hua-i i-yd, where it says: " $&%--*@ $EI%&-@ @@&%. In their 
writing, each word is made up of several letters; one has to join or cut them back 
and forth before a text is formed." They use the term, however, in a different 
context: ~ k ~ where it is ~ ~ '' ~~ "Chinese words," not Uighur ~ 
letters," mhich had to be joined or cut. I n  aff; b $B,it is joining together four 
words, one of which, b (pu), having the vocalic half cut off. The result would 
approximate the sound of tob3iyan. Thus it seems to be a good description of the 
process of transcribing Mongolian words with Chinese characters. 

48 Since he has &%%,% instead of &$$*% , he probably took the quotation 
from some such source as a book of C H ~ N G  Kuang-shCng.Hsiao or RUANG 
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scribed with Chinese characters and translated with Chinese 
vernacular terms by Rector Huo-yiian-chieh of the College of 
Literature and others, in 1382." 4" 

Hn copying down the 1383 quotation, NAKA inadvertently 
omitted the two words ts'an k'ao 68 "for reference." Thisj0 

led KANAIYasuz6 &#%z, con-in 1911, to challenge NAICA'S 
clusion on the time of the transcription and translation of the 
BIongolian text. I<ANAI'S own reading of the passage is that  the 
transcription and translation were done long before 1382, when 
they were consulted as a model for such work. KANAI'S theory 
was that  T'a-t'a T'ung-a %%&Piil , a learned Uighur contem-
porary of Cinggis (d. 1287) and 0gadei (d. l841),  wrote the 
hlongolian text in the Uighur script, and that, later, the text 
was translated into Chinese, by command of the Emperor Jitn- 
tsung (1312-1320), by the learned Ch'a-han @? ((Cayan), who 
was known to have translated The  TobEiyan into such works as 
the Shing-wu k'ai-t'icn-chi S8i;;JXbE, the Chi-zien tsuan-yao 

&/.ARJF%g,and the T'ai-tsung p'iny-chin shill-mo k.r;T-%k%% 
Such positive identifications have not since been, and need not, 
indeed, be, taken seriously. As for NAXA'S inadvertent I C ( ~ S U S  in 
copying, it need involve neither a reflection on his intellectual 
honesty nor a blow to his chronological inference. As pointed 
out in the defense by ISABAPwakichi ?B%%g," even with the 
words ts'an Fc'ao in the passage quoted, &-AKA could still have 
thought that it was the untranscribed and untranslated 3Iongolian 
text of the Yiian-ch'ao pi-shilz that was used for reference in 1982. 

I n  1985, KANGKuo-wei read the passage in question, probably 
in a light similar to that of KANAI. He proceeded to demonstrate 
that  the task of transcribing and translating the Yiialz-ch'ao yi- 
shih was very likely performed in the second half of the year 1369. 
By the summer of that year the hurried compilation of the Y u a n  
shih was all finished except for the last thirty-six years of the 
reign of Shun-ti, 1333-1968. With the veritable records (slzih lu 

4 9  CKJ,  p. 1 .  j0 Ibid.. p, l a .  

5 1 M ~ ~ ~ ~ .loc. cit., pp. 68-69; "Gench6 hishi kanyaku nendai hok6 
z$j$&&g

3@4t#%?$,"TG l(1911) .4%9-430. Cf. YS la4.6a-7a; 137.la-3b. 
j2 " Gencho hishi Banyaku no nendai bengi #j@," TG 1(1911) ,411. 
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%f&)of thirteen reigns a t  their elbow, the compilers were able to 
write down the history from T'ai-tsu to Wen-tsung (1206-1332), 
in 161 chiian, in about half a year. There were no veritable 
records for the last Pplongolian emperor who had fled to Mongolia; 
the &ling official historiographers were helpless. An official com- 
mission was dispatched to Pei-p'ing, charged with the duty of 
finding the relevant historical material. If foreign languages 
were involved, the commissioners were to have them translated 
into Chinese. On 30 Sovember 1369 the commission coinpleted 
its task in eighty portfolios (chih @k). These were transported to 
Nanking, and the compilers of the Yiian shih were able to finish 
48 clzuan for presentation before the following summer. WANG 
Kuo-wei believed that it was the commission that had the Rilon- 
golian Yuan-clz'ao pi-shilz translated into Chinese. Though it 
was among the contents of the eighty portfolios, its own contents 
were not used for the Yiian shih, for the compilers considered the 
early parts of their compilation as finished and done 

By 1934, the chronological seesaw was to tip again the other 
way. Professor CH'%N Yiian's paper was to show that the tran- 
scription of the Mongolian Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih must have been 
made after rather than before the compilation of Rua-ii-yu. In 
transcribing Mongolian terms with Chinese characters, there is 
in the Yiian-ch'ao pi-shih an almost consistent attempt to choose 
or even to fabricate those characters which would suggest the 
category of meaning of the 3iongolian word. If it is a mountain 
or a river, the transcription contains a character with the " moun-
tain " or " water " sign. For instance, FillbX @J [a'ula] " mountain," 
bsEdR [Tenggis] "The Tenggis." Similar devices are applied to 
other categories of nouns, verbs, etc. If a device is needed to bring 
forth a rather complex meaning, the transcriber might even string 
characters together in the form of a phrase. For instance, [iili'un] 
ZT [chiin-tzii, " a gentleman "1 would be %*I! [shih-li-wgn, 
" reasonable and warm "I; [nidiigiin] 8%[ch'ih-lo, " stark naked "1 

63 WANG Kuo-wei, "MCng-m&n Yiian-ch'ao pi-shih pa," 4a-5b. Cf. SUNG Lien %@ 
(1310-1381), Sung hsiieh-shih ch'iian-chi %&**$& (14 ts'd; SPTK) 4.4.la-4a; 
LI Chin-hua *z$,Ming-tai ch'ih-chum shu k'ao g{t@J@sg(Harvard-
Yenching Institute Sinological Index Series, Supplement No. 5, 1934), pp. 3-4. 
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would be jfii8?;E [ni ch'u k'un, " you without pants "I. I n  the 
Hua-i i-yii one may occasionally find a transcription with some 
mnemonic aid; but it is the exception rather than the rule. The 
transcription in the Yiian-ch'ao pi-shih represents, therefore, an 
advanced stage of the technique. It must have come about after 
the completion of the Hua-i i-yii, in other words, after 1389.j4 

Two other changes in the transcription system were also dis- 
covered by Professor CH'GN. One of these concerns the perfective 
ending of verbs. In  the Hua-i i-yii, they are 71 [-ba], [-be], iQ 
[-bail, and e! [-ba], in the order of frequency. With the exception 
of one e!and about half a dozen M ,all such endings become % 
[-bn] in the Yiian-ch'ao pi-shih. 512 out of the 1,110 % have a 
note appended, indicating the original reading (286 #I , 223 Ell, 
2 E, 171) ; but there is not a single note for the eighty-six in 
chiian P; and there are only three notes for the 115 in chiian 2. 
There are a few dozen cases where the notation seems to be 
promiscuous; for instance, fourteen cases of %3' [" come," i~ebe]  
*i4?fq% and C&3kT [" sent," ilebe] @?fU% are provided with 
notes, half Ef$I$ and half B@.F)lJ. CH'~N'Stabulation of his 
findings is based on the YEHwood-block edition. He gives also 
a few cases of discrepancy in such notations when compared with 
the PAO-Palladius hand copy. CH'GN'S conclusion is that  the 
omissions of, and errors in, notation are attributable to copying 
scribes, that  the deliberate substitution of %for the earlier /At 
X'Jt and e! was made because had the connotation of 
(particle denoting completion), and that  the rise of the number 
of notations after chuan 2 might be because the idea of such nota- 
tions was an afterthought, after most of the first two chuan were 
already inscribed on blocks." 

Another change in the system relates to the transcription of -'ul 
withr 'a ,  wherein the arbitrary use of the little character T is 
clearly explained in the introduction to the Ilua-i i-yii. Professor 

6 V P S I Y Y T K  16a-P'ib, P9a-b. YCPSC 6.lPa has a printed comment a t  the top 
margin, where it was already obserred that the transcriber of the YCPS added 
mountain or r a t e r  signs to characters to denote a mountain or a stream. Professor 
CH'GNwas, however, the first one to make a systematic study of the phenomenon and 
to dram chronological inferences from it. 

5 5  YPSIYYTK lob, 16a. 
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CH'GN discovered that  the same means had been employed in the 
earlier stage, but later abandoned in the process of transcribing 
the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih. Indeed, in any of our current 10 + 2-chuan 
editions, no such little T can be found. But there is a trace of two 
of them in the second sectional summary in both the 15-chiian 
extract edition in the Lien-yiin-i ts'ung-shu and the 15 chiian PAO 
T'ing-po collated copy. It is only a trace, because, in the former, 
the two little T were corrupted to two little F ,  and, in the latter, 
they became one T and one T. Since the Yz~ng-lo ta-tien has 
been lost, how can one verify that  i t  was really a little T that had 
been transformed to the meaningless 7; and? ? 

Fortunately, Professor CH'GN had come into possession of n 
handwritten copy of the sectional summaries of the Yiian-ch'ao 
pi-shih, which long ago was in the A7ei-ko ta-k'u of the palace 
and which bears a notation a t  the end, " One copy, 2 pgn, copied 
and received in the eighth moon [5 September4 October], 1404." 
There he found the two perfect little -I- that  completely confirmed 
his theory! With this assurance, he probed the 10 + 2-chiian text 
once more and discovered that  in the first two chiian there were 
many cases wherein the little @ , supposed to follow 8% and dis- 
place T ,  was either completely missing or somehow misplaced 
after characters other than a. This shows that  there were, indeed, 
T, and that  the task of the substitution of had not been well 
performed.j6 

The painstaking and brilliant study by Professor CH'GN, doubt- 
less aided by the advice of some eminent Nlongolist, may be 
summed up as having arrived a t  the following conclusions: 

a) The Yiian-ch'ao pi-shih was translated so long after the 
R/Iongolian text was written that  some of the antiquated words 
had ceased to be comprehensible and had to be left untranslated 
in the interlinear translation.j7 

b) The notes to the transcription must have been made in the 
hIing period, because the use of yiian in the sense of yiian % 
" originally " began only after the Yiian dynasty had been over- 
thrown." 

Ibid., %8a-%9a;Illustrations 3, 6. Ibid., %9b. 
6S Ibid., 5a. Cf. S H ~ NT&-fu%@%, Yeh huo pienR@a (3%chiian, 1606, I1 
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C) The elaborate mnemonic devices in the transcription imdi- 
cate an improvement in technique subsequent to the system 
employed in the Hua-i i-yu.jg 

d) Yet, the first printed edition must have been made either 
simultaneously with, or very shortly after, the first (1389) edition 
of the Hua-i i-yii; it  would be safe, a t  any rate, to date it between 
the years 1389 and 1398." 

The evidences offered and the inferences drawn from them seen1 
to be irrefutable. There the matter has rested for sixteen years 
now. 

When one comes to re-examine the problems closely, one is, 
however, struck by a number of puzzling questions: 

a) Since the notations of original readings would presuppose 
a previous manuscript where the relevant hlongolian suffixes read 
43,311, E!, , or A,instead of E,could that  previous manuscript, 
like the Hua-i i-yu, also be scant in mnemonic devices? 

b) If so, why is i t  that  such a change of Chinese characters to 
accommodate the mnemonic device is never noted, as is the case 
of the substitution of B for I $ ,  etc? 

c )  If there was a previous manuscript embodying a transcrip- 
tion system very similar to that  of the Hua-i i-yu, it could, indeed, 
have been a manuscript done simultaneously with, or shortly after, 
the compilation of the Hua-i i-yu; but could it not have been done 
shortly before the compilation of the Hua-i i -yu or even have 
antedated it by ten to fifteen years? 

d) Since the compilation of the Yung-lo ta-tien was not begun 
until 1403 and the printing of the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih was thought 
to have taken place sometime between 1389 and 1398, it was but 
natural to assume that  the Yung-lo ta-tien text of the Yuan-ch'ao 
pi-shih was copied from the printed edition and to consider the 
better readings in the Yung-lo ta-tien text to have come about 
as a result of editorial correction. But there are also readings 

P u  i @a 4 chiian, 1619; Canton, 183'7) 11, 1.18b-19a; Xu Yen-wu (1613-1682)), 
Jih chih l u  (33 chiian; ~ i t hChi  shih -%@ b y  HUANCJu-ch'&ng %'RE,1834; 
SPPY [= SsG-pu pei-yao]) 33.13a. 

5 8  Y P S I Y Y T K  39a-b. 60 Ibid., 7a. 
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wrong in the Yung-lo ta-tien text but right in the printed edition; 'l 
would i t  not be easier to suppose that  both the Yung-lo ta-tien and 
the printed text had come from a manuscript, both of them in- 
heriting old errors and each inadvertently adding new ones of 
its own? 

e) If there was already in existence a printed edition of the 
Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih, which could be used for copying into the 
Yung-lo ta-tien in 1403-1409, why should one have taken the 
trouble to order a handwritten copy of the sectional summaries in 
1404? 

f) Why was i t  that  in this 1404 copy, the sections were not 
separated, but were made to run continuously one after the 
other? '' 

With such questions, one is obliged to seek more evidence and 
to formulate new answers. As a result, one may need to imagine 
a new picture of the series of events relating to the transcription, 
translation, and printing of the Yiian-ch'ao pi-shih. 

I n  the interlinear translation, [[jtmgdu] was sometimes 
rendered as ;k%[Ta-tu] and sometimes as 4 k q  [Pei-p'ing]." Pei-
p'ing poses no problem. Ta-tu will admit of two interpretations. 
One is that  the interlinear translatioil was made before the end 
of the Yuan; this, however, is unlikely, for i t  not only was against 
the ruling to circulate The TobEiyan, but i t  also was expressly 
against the law to help Chinese to  learn The other 
interpretation is that  the Mongolian translator forced or induced 
to  undertake the task of translation wanted to  show that  he still 
preferred the old name to the new-a mild expression of lingering 
loyalty to  the overthrown regime that  would not a t  all offend the 

Comparing YCPS (P-P) l . l b  (YPSIYYTK, Illustration 3) ,  lines 9 and 10 with 
YCPS(CP) l.2b, lines 3 and 4, we shall find that in * s % @ F ~ % % ~  
[Boroldai Suyalbil, is an error for g.,and that in [Toroyoljinl, 
little s a n d  have been inadvertently omitted from the left side of the second 
and third characters. 

O 2  Unfortunately, we have only YPSIYYTK, Illustration 6, for this observation. 
On that page, 2 paragraphs are merged into one. 

63As Ta-tu: Oil4GH Cl.2b2, 4a2, 6b1, 51a2. As Pei-p'ing: OMGH C1.13a5, 14b1, 
4, 15a1, 5, 15b2, 3, 16a2, 16b2, C2.26a3. 

'* YS 39.8b. The date is 30 May 1337. 
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Chinese emperor. If such was the case, it would have been more 
likely to occur in the earlier rather than the later part of the 
process of inducing the Mongols to serve the Chinese court. The 
time may, indeed, have been, as WANGKuo-wei thought, the 
second half of the year 1369. But one need not be so definite. 
RsC Ta  &@ was credited with sending in 1368 from Bei-p'ing 6i 

to Nanking the Yiian historical records including the veritable 
records of the 13 reigns. There is nothing against the supposition 
that  he also sent documents in hfongolian or that these included 
the ~liongyol-un Ni'uEa TobEa'an. 

It is not necessary to believe that  this work was translated 
under the orders of the commission of 1369. The commission's 
main purpose was to search for historical material relating to the 
closing, not the opening, period of Rkongolian history. Nor is it 
necessary to assume that  the translated book must have arrived 
in Xanking too late for the compilers of the Yuan slzih to use in 
connection with the stories of Cinggis and kjgijdei. Let us suppose 
that, while they were compiling these early portions of the Yuan 
shilz, there was already available the Chinese translation of the 
illongyol-un iVi'uEa TobEa'an in whole or in part-translated by 
Mongolian and Uighur scholars, under apparently hospitable 
employment, but really close surveillance, ordered to prepare or 
translate Mongolian documents jointly, or, more likely, separately, 
in order to afford the Chinese supervisor some control over the 
reliability of such work. Let us also suppose that the compilers 
of the Yiian shih had, a t  an early stage. seen the Yuan-ch'ao pi- 
shih in the interlinear or the sectional translation, or both. May 
we be sure that  they would have been inclined to use i t? S o t  a t  
all. They were official scholars interested in finishing the compila- 
tion quickly in order soon to go home or to receive rewards by 
way of promotion. They were not research students under the 
compulsion of scientific accuracy and completeness. And a hurried 
comparison of the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih with the veritable records 
of the reigns of cinggis and 0gijdei might have, indeed, given 
them the notion that  the latter already included all that was 

"Ming shih (Shanghai T'ung-w&n shu-chii, photolithographic reproduction of the 
Palace edition, 1894) 96.la, cf. 1'25.5b. 

http:1'25.5b
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worth taking from the former. Since they could easily rearrange, 
cut, and condense the veritable records, why should they have 
troubled themselves with the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih, some parts of 
which they might even have considered as unbelievable and un- 
edifying? Even when HUAWGKuang-t'ai undertook in 1748 to 
make selective extracts from the book, he left out much of the 
myth, murder, and rape. 

Broadly speaking, we may imagine that the translation of the 
Mongyol-un iVi'uEa Tobda'an was begun early in the Hung-wu 
period (1368-1398). By the time when it was thought of in con- 
nection with the Hua-i i-yu, there might have existed already (A) 
a t  least one copy in the Uighur script, with the Chinese inter- 
linear transcription, embodying a system of technique, not a t  all 
more advanced than that of the Hua-i i-yu, with interlinear trans- 
lation containing variant renderings of identical terms; and (B) 
a t  least one copy of the free and summarized translation, con-
taining differences in literary style, divergent renderings of identi- 
cal terms, and variant transcriptions of the same personal names 
-indications that more than one translator worked on different 
parts. The variation in the transcription of personal names exists 
also in A, but frequently the corresponding sections in A and B 
do not agree on the choice of characters to transcribe the same 
name 66-an indication that different translators worked on the 
interlinear and the free translations of the text of the same section. 

JT7hen it was thought that the Yuan-ch'aa pi-shih might be 
used as a reference reader for authorized Chinese students in 
training as interpreters-to accompany military expeditions into 
IMongolia and to assist in receptions and interviews given to Mon- 
golian envoys and fugitives-some improvement came to be con- 
sidered. Thus arose the C text, interspersing the A and B texts, 
deleting the Mongolian script-for interpreters used their ears and 
mouths, not their hands-introducing the mnemonic devices in 
transcription, and changing the method for the transcription of 
'ul. Such innovations in technique must, as Professor CH'SN says, 

66 For instance: OMGH 9.la-3b, Boroyul is !$$%+%% in the interlinear but 
$$@n@jin the summary translation. In 10.17b-ZOb, the transcriptions are just 
the other way around. 
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have come about after the completion of the Hun-i i-yu. And LIU 
San-wu's preface to the Hua-i i-yii said nothing about the Yiinn- 
chcao pi-shih. Moreover, the whole system of innovation could 
hardly have come about very'soon after 1389. The question of 
mnemonic aids was a concern of the Chinese student, not of the 
llfongolian teacher, who needed no such device to remember the 
meaning of the Mongolian word. It is possible that  some of the 
students undertook the revision under the supervision of the 
masters. When the masters discovered that  #2 had displaced 
both Xrl and I $ ,  they, perhaps, could not regard the substitution 
in the same light as the exchange of one homophonous cha~acter 
for another of more mnemonic helpfulness, for the pronunciation 
of -be as -ba would be a violation of vocalic harmony, a well-
known feature of the Altaic languages. Since the text was already 
written on paper, a remedy in the form of inserted notations was 
thought to be permissible. Working backward from the end to the 
beginning, they mechanically restored the original ffi and 811 in 
notes. Their work was neither thorough nor accurate, and before 
they finished, they had given it up, perhaps on the ground that 
the nature of the preceding vocalic or vocalics in the transcription 
would be sufficient to indicate whether or not the vowel in the 
last syllable should be fronted.'' 

When the Yung-lo tn-tien was in the process of compilation, the 
question whether the Yiinn-ch'ao pi-shih might be copied into the 
section under the rubric Yuan 73 would have to be decided on the 
merits of the book. A neat copy of B was made in mid-autumn, 
1404, and submitted to the Compiling Board of the TT'e"n-hsien 
ta-chce"ng (%@-k,&fiumnza Literaria, which was renamed Yung- 
lo ta-tien after completion). This copy, which we may call D, 
was in the Sei-ko ta-k'u for a long time, was in the library of LIU 
Yao-yiin aJ%z(1849-1917) for a short while, and was in 1933 in 
the possession of Professor CH'GNYiian. 

T'ie may imagine that  the compilers of the Yung-lo ta-tien not 
only thought well of the Yuan-chcao pi-shih in the form of D, but 

"It seems that in A, I$ stood for both -bai or -bei. For instance: OMGH 6.18a5, 
might be in A 

bolbai and ne'iibei respectively. 
18b3 #!T:*a%(s@ffi) and &T:%x&~E@~$)  
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also considered it desirable to have C-or a copy thereof-
recopied into the encyclopedic compilation. Thus there came into 
existence (E) the Yung-lo ta-tien text of the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih. 

We may conjecture that (F) the text of the printed edition 
also descended from C, and that the printing was done either 
simultaneously with the later stage of the compilation of the 
Yung-lo ta-tien, or not long after it. If the printed fragments of 
the Hua-i i-yu, discovered in 1933, really belonged to the edition 
of 1389, there is, of course, some difficulty in the way of placing 
the printing of the first edition of the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih as late 
as 1408 or later. The striking resemblance between the two sets 
of printed fragments, and the identity of a t  least two of the wood- 
block makers would hardly admit the lapse of two decades or 
more between the two pieces of work. But the dating of the 
Hua-i i-yu fragments needs to be revised. Professor CH'GN took 
the presence of the signatures of the workmen as the indication 
of the earliest edition. That is, however, not conclusive. A later 
facsimile edition-made by incising the blocks with the leaves of 
the earlier edition pasted on inversely-may have the names of 
the workmen added if the working conditions are such as to 
demand separate accounting of individual work. A better criterion 
in comparing such editions is to determine which represents more 
painstaking work and which less. The fact that the edition of the 
fragments has single-line borders while the borders of the edition 
represented in Han-f6n-lou pi-clzi are do~able-lined would be al- 
most sufficient to reverse the verdict of Professor CH'GN on the 
question of priority regarding the two editions. If we compare 
closely Illustration 4, given by Professor CH'GN, with the corre- 
sponding page in the Han-f6n-lou pi-chi edition, we shall find in 
the first line of the text the character Bynot very well represented 
indeed in the latter text, but not so badly defective as it is in the 
former. We cannot be certain that the latter does represent the 
first edition. But we can be certain that the former does not. 

Both the Mua-i i-yu and the Yuan-ch'ao pi-slzih fragments 
might have belonged to a time considerably later than the Yung- 
lo period (1403-1484) . For the time being, and in the absence of 
any contrary evidence, we may imagine that they both belonged 
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to a time somewhere between 1404 and 1418, and that  for the 
Hua-i i-yu it was the second edition, for the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih, 
the first. 

I n  the list of book-blocks in the Palace Printing Bureau (Nei-fu 
ching-chcang mTft@h%), made by Eunuch LIU Jo-yii near 
the end of the Rling dynasty, are " Hua-i i-yii, 1pgn, 88 leaves," 
and " Tsgng-ting huu-i i-yii iBZ, Enlarged Hua-i i-yii, 11 pgn, 
1708 leaves." The Mua-i i-yu in the Hun-fgn-lou pi-chi consists 6S 

of 3 + 1+ 28 + 28 + 24 [= 841 leaves. This is 4 leaves short corn- 
pared with the figure given by Lru. PELLIOTthought that  69 

" 88"  might have been a misprint for " 84," or that another 
preface of 4 leaves had dropped out of the surviving copy. It 
seems that  another interpretation is also possible. The title leaf 
is certainly missing. The other three missing leaves may be 
another preface, or another letter to make the latter part of the 
book 28 + 27 leaves. 

PELLIOTsaw in the British Museum six Sino-foreign vocabu- 
laries which, he thought, belonged to the Enlarged Hua-i i-yu. 
He believed that  the complete set should cover ten foreign lan- 
guages, and he calculated from the specimens he had seen that  
1100 leaves would be more than sufficient to embody the entire 
work. Then he thought that  there might be some " suppliques " 
to account for the extra 605 leaves.70 We may now mention 
another peculiarity in Eunuch LIU's inventory. Sowhere is the 
Yiian-ch'ao pi-shih registered. Strange!-since the typography 
and format of the fragments strongly suggest the workmanship 
of the Palace Printing Bureau. Since the fragment of the printed 
Yuccn-chcao pi-shih give both the serial number of the leaf in the 
clziialz and its serial number in the book as a whole, we can easily 
calculate the total number of leaves in the complete book by 
adding up the last numbers of the 10 + 2 chiian in the Commercial 
Press reproduction of the Ku certified copy. The total comes to 
610. The possibility, then, is that  the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih was a 

"JIing-tai nei-fu ching-ch'ang-pin ahu-mu Bm$f@@$g (T'ao-chi-
~ h t ~ - m u  ) 6b, 5a. 
"PELLIOT," Le Hbja . . . ," pp. 474-275. PELLIOT miscounted the leaves of the 

Elan-fin-lou pi-chi edition as 85. 
70 PELLIOT,"Le Hbja . . . ," pp. 275-476. 
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part of the Enlarged Hua-i i-yu, a reference reader to follow the 
Sino-R/Iongolian vocabulary. Perhaps during the Yung-lo period, 
the Enlarged Hua-i i-yu had not yet reached the size mentioned 
by LIU Jo-yii two centuries later. But it might have at least 
consisted of the second edition of the Hua-i i-yii of 1389 and the 
first printed edition of the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih. 

This first edition of the Yuan-chcao pi-shih was in all probability 
without a preface. Since the consecutive numbering of the blocks 
is to facilitate storage and inventory, the prefatory leaves should 
ordinarily have been included. But the consecutive numbering 
on the surviving fragments would not allow this. Since it is not 
likely that such a bulky work was committed to printing without 
specifying the responsibility and credit of the work of transcrip- 
tion and translation, we are compelled to imagine that such ack- 
nowled,gnent was, perhaps, given in the general preface to the 
Enlargecl Hua-i i-yii. Is there some trace of this preface? Yes. 

PELLIOTobserved long ago that the passage relating to the 
Hua-i i-yu was placed retrospectively in the iWing shih-lu under 
the date of 20 January 1389.71This was probably the date of the 
order for the compilation. Had we not known that the compila- 
tion was not completed until late in 1389, we might have been 
easily misled by that passage to think that the Hua-i i-yii was 
already compiled and published in 1389. An important question 
is: Where did the official historiographers obtain the material 
for that passage? These men rarely put their own brains com-
pletely to work. The present passage bears clearly the marks of 
the clumsy and stupid use of " scissors." Certain wordings might 
have come from LIU San-wu's preface to the Hua-i i-yu. But 
LIUhad said nothing about compiler Ma-sha-i-hei, nor anything 
about the book Yiian pi-shih. A possible hypothesis is that these 
compilers or revisers of the veritable records of Emperor R'ling 
T'ai-tsu had merely taken the preface of the Enlarged Hua-i i-yu, 
cut, and condensed it in the passage they give. 

If this conjecture is correct, it naturally follows that that 
preface might have been in existence before the completion of 
the veritable records of T'ai-tsu. These records, though their com- 

'I Ibid., p. 231. 
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pilation was begun in 1399, were revised and rewritten, and did 
not reach their final completion until 1418.'2 

If the 41 leaves discovered in 1933 really came from the En-
larged Hua-i i-yii as we have imagined, dare we hope that in some 
of the still not thoroughly cleared recesses in the interiors of the 
Nei-ko ta-k'u or in some of the still unsorted piles of " rubbish " 
that were taken years ago out of the Nei-ko ta-k'u, there might 
yet be rediscovered that elusive preface and that it might have 
something more to tell us about the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih at  the 
early period of the Ming dynasty? '3 

111. The &!ongolian manuscript 

Sii~ce CH'IEN Ta-hsin raised the question whether the Yuan- 
ch'ao pi-shih might not be Tlze TobEiyan of Yiian times, scholars 
have gradually ferreted out of the Yiian shih, passages where The 
TobEiyan is mentioned. PELLIOTlisted these references together 
in P913.74 They are 5 in number. In  1946, Professor Walter 
F u c ~ scited the Chinese texts of these passages and gave his 
translations in German." To add to this list, one may take a 
citation by SHBN Tseng-chih 7 6  of the text of a stele inscription by 
Hsu Yu-jen 1287-1364. It may be observed that all of 
these passages relate to the later period of the Yiian dynasty. not 
earlier than 1312. The term tobEiyan seems to be used in the 
sense of a series of historical compilations in Mongolian relating 
to the deeds of the emperors from Cinggis downward. At  least 
one of the series must have been a detailed life of Cinggis and was 

"For the history of the T'ai-tsu shih-lu, cf. LI Chin-hua, op. cit., pp. 96-47; Wu 
~ a n g R 9 ," Chi Ming shih-lu gz," C Y  Y Y  18 (1948) .409. 

7 3  Hsu c h u n g - s h u @ + B  , " Nei-ko tang-an chih yu-lai chi ch'i chkng-li mm 
&@.B&a@," HAmgNl (1930) .I-14b; for the llling Ch'ing shih-liao 

history of Nei-ko-ta-k'u, see A. K. CH'IU, " Chinese historical documents of the 
Ch'ing dynasty," Pacific Historical Review 1(1934).394-336; FANG Su-shBng kB 
&, Ch'ing nei-ko k'u-ch'u chiu-tang chi-k'an fim@B@@$@ffl(Peiping, 
1935, 6 ts';) l.la-65a. 

'* Paul PELLIOT, "Le titre mongo1 du Yuan tch'ao pi che," TP 14 (1913) ,139. 
7 5  Valter FUCHS,"Analecta zur Mongolischen Uebersetzungsliteratur der Yuan-

Zeit," lllS 11(1946) 59-63. 
''YPSPC l . l a ,  cf. Hsu Yu-j&n,Ziuei-t'ang hsiao-kao %%/],% (11 chiian; San-Z- 

t'ang ts'ung-shu ,Be%$$ ) 11.5a-8a. 
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understood to have contained the names of those who, with 
unswerving loyalty and meritorious service, had helped him in 
founding the Mongolian empire. But a new volume was added 
in 1332, relating only to certain deeds of the reigning emperor 
and his most powerful minister. The emperor even ordered certain 
insertions to be made in The TobEiyan. The TobEiyan seemed to 
be in the charge of specially appointed non-Chinese officials who 
guarded it zealously against the access of their Chinese colleagues. 
Evidently there was considerable curiosity about what these 
" secret " conlpilations might contain. Hence the emperor ordered 
a non-Chinese official scholar to translate The TobEiyan-perhaps 
selectively-into several books in Chinese. None of these have 
survived to our day. 

The information on The TobEiyan, though meagre and not quite 
definite, is, nevertheless, sufficient to cast a doubt on the identi- 
fication of Mongyol-un ni'uda to[b]Ea'an as the hlongolian title 
of the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih . If n'fongyol-un ni'uEa to[b]da'an was 
not the title of the book, how did it come to occupy the position 
of a title in the book, and what was the real title? 

There is an interesting phenomenon in the opening lines of the 
text. The first line reads, when transcribed back into APongolian 
with Latin letters, &nggis Qahan-u huja'ur; and the interlinear 
Chinese translation, when translated into English, is " The Origin 
of Cinggis Qahan." The second line is De'ere Tenggeri-eEe jaya'atu 
toregsen borte Eino aju'u, with the interlinear translation, " There 
was a bluish-gray \volf born with destiny from high heaven." The 
free sectional translation has for these two lines : " In the begin- 
ning, the ancestor of the Yiian dynasty was a bluish-gray wolf 
born from heaven." The Ku certified text and all texts that have 
descended from it preserve the alignment so that the space of 
more than half a line is left vacant after the first line. NAKA 
was, perhaps, the first scholar to see the significance of this align- 
ment. In  his Japanese translation, he inserted a punctuation 
mark-corresponding to a full stop-after the first line, and 
arranged it as if it were a s ~ b t i t l e . ~ ~  

In 1940, ISHIHAMA kafldeclared: a) that Cinggis Juntar6 

"CKJ, p. 1. 
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Qahan-u huja'ur was the real title of the book in 10 chiian, b) 
that the Continuation in 2 clzuan was added to it in 1240, and 
c) that the characterization " Mongyol-un ni'uEa tobciyan, a 
secret history of the Mongols " was put on it in the Chih-yiian 
EiZ- period (1264-1294) under Qubilai, when there was consider- 
able activity in official historiography." 

Taking up the first point, we may observe that, while the inter- . . 
linear translation given for huja'ur is BB (ke"n-yuan, "origin "; 
literally: " rexdering is aroot-source ") , Professor ISHIHAI\IA'S 
&? (genryii, " history "; literally: " the source [and] the course 
[of a river] ") . Recently, Professor POPPE, criticizing Professor 
HAENISCH'S theinadequate translation of the opening lines of 
Mongolian text, observed that the first line was grammatically 
independent of the second line and should be regarded as a 
divisional title translated as " Die Herkunft Tschingis Khans." '' 
Thus, whether the first line is regarded as only an introductory 
phrase of the first sentence, or as a subtitle for the early part of 
the book, or as the title for the whole book depends on how far 
the RIongolian word huja'ur can be stretched to cover the time 
from the beginning downward, and how suitable the expression 
"Mongyol-un niYuEa to[b]c'a'an " would be as a title for the whole 
book. 

The book of 610 leaves may be said to cover principally the 
following topics: 

a)  The ancestry of Cinggis (1.la-41a) . 
b) His boyhood (1.41a-2.38b) . 
c )  His marriage; conflict with the Merkid; help from Ong Qan 

and jamuya (2.38b-3.3%). 

ISHIHAMA '"ench6 RyukokzrJuntar6 hishi lid z@@&e," 
shidan @$$&@ 15 (1910) .I-9. I am indebted to  Professor Serge ELISS~EFF for 
lending me his own copy of a reprint of this paper which would otherwise have 
been inaccessible to  me. 
''K.POPPE in ZD.llG 99 (1950) ,476-477. Cf. Lawrence KRADER in JAOS 70 (1950). 

204, here, after quoting POPPE, he went on to  say, "This solution mas already adopted 
in the edition of the work made in 1944 by SHIRATORI Kurakichi." This attribution is 
not quite accurate, for had SHIRATORI wanted to  make the first line independent of the 
second, he would certainly have begun the first word of the second, " degere," with 
a capital D. 
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d) His assumption of the title Cinggis Qan; rupture with 
Jamuya; conquest and unification of neighboring tribes 
(3.32a-4.29b) . 

e)  A. D. 1201-1203: His defeat of j a m u p ;  his annihilation of 
the Tatars; his rupture with, and destruction of Ong &an 
(4.30a-7.8b) . 

f )  1204-1205: Conquest of the Naimad; subjugation of the 
Merkid; execution of jarnuya (7.9a-8.24a) . 

g) 1206: The establishing of the imperial standard; the appoint- 
ment of officers; the organization of guards; the surrender 
of the Qarlu'ud; the pursuit of the Merkid and Naiman 
remnants; the adhesion of the Ui'ud (8.24a-10.14~~). 

h) 1207-?: The subjugation of the forest peoples and the 
Tumad; the apportionment of the subject peoples among 
the members of Cinggis' family; the mischief of Teb 
Tenggeri (P0.14a-45b) . 

i) 1211: Expedition against the Chin; expedition against the 
Qaiin (Cl .  l a - l l a )  . 

j) 1214: Expedition against the Chin; the choice of 0g6dei as 
successor (Cl-80a-36b) . 

k )  1219-1226: The Western Expedition (C1.36b-53a) . 
1) 126-1227: Cinggis' conquest of the Tang'ud; his death 

(C2.la-13b) . 
m) The work of 0~6de i  (CB.14b-58b). 

If the first line, Cinggis Qahan-u huja'ur, is a title for a section 
of the book, i t  would do well for the first of the above divisions. 
But then, one would expect other sectional titles throughout the 
book. There is none. Nor mould Professor ISHIHAMA'Stheory fit 
the above table perfectly. He had, indeed, seen the difficulty of 
stretching the word Izuja'ur far enough to include Gg6dei. Hence 
he thought that  only the Continuation in 2 chiian was written in 
1240, and that  the title Cinggis Qahan-u huja'ur was to cover only 
the first 10 chiian, written sometime before 1240. But  the story 
of Cinggis occupies more than half of the text of the Continuation. 
Why was there nothing in Mongolian to indicate that  i t  was a 
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separate compilation? Why was there no colophon a t  the end of 
chuan 10 to allow us to infer that the dated colophon a t  the close 
of the whole book concerns only the last two chuan? 

In order to discuss adequately Professor ISHIHARIA'Ssecond and 
third points, we need to know as clearly as possible the history of 
historiography in the early part of the Yuan period. This involves 
a comparative study of the Yiian-ch'ao pi-slzih. the She"ng-zcu 
ch'in-che"ng lu ( A n  Account oj the Victories of Our Imperial 
Expeditions), the relevant portions of the ~ami'al-Tawcirikh 
(Collection of Histories) of the Persian historian, Raiid al-Din 
(1247-1318), and the relevant chapters in the Y u a n  shilz. 

HUNGChun, 1840-1893, was perhaps the first scholar to make 
a systematic attempt at  this. Unfortunately, his commentaries 
on the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih and the Ch'in-chgng lu were, perhaps, 
never completed and the manuscripts were lost after his death. 
Fortunately, his Yuan-shih i-win clzgng-pu ( Y u a n  History Veri- 
fied and Supplemented with Translated T e x t s ) ,  though incom- 
plete, was published in 1897. In his opening note, he says among 
other things: 

Finally, I obtained the book the Russian [translator] B E R E Z I N , ~ ~of who 
indeed followed Raiid meticulously. . . . Raiid himself said that he had 
personally seen the genealogical and historical records of the dynasty, upon 
which he relied for his compilation. Now I compare it with the Yuan shih, 
the Ch'in-ching lu, and the Yuan pi-shih, and I find that it tallies especially 
well with the Ch'in-ching lu. Thus I know that the Ch'in-ching lu must 
have been a translation of The TobEiyan, and that the latter, though a closely 
guarded imperial book, must have had duplicates for distribution among 
princes of the blood at the head of vassal states. Otherwise, with the clif- 
ference between Chinese and a foreign language, with the distance between 
the East and the West, with no opportunity of consultation, how could the 
authors have agreed so well? Some of the forgotten events and strange tales 
given by Raiid are attested in no other book except the Pi-shih. Again the 
names of persons, places, and tribes amply verify the accuracy of the Chinese 
transcription in the Pi-shih. And in some cases where the Pi-shih contradicts 
the [official] history of the Yuan, [Raiid's work] can also be used to prove the 
error in narration and arrangement [on the part of the P i - ~ h i h ] . ~ ~  

I .  S. BEREZIN, letopisei. Istoriya 2llongolou soEinenie"Sbornilc Raiid-Eddina," 
Trudy VostoEnago Otdeleniya Imperatorckago Rwskago  ArkheologiEeskago ObBEestva 
5 (1858, 1861), 13 (1868), 15 (1888). 

YSITVCP 1A.la. Cf. examples where the Pi-shih, in HUNG'Sopinion, is wrong, 
1A.4b. 5a. 
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It is quite clear that HUNGChiin did not regard the Yiian- 
ch'ao pi-shilz as The TobEiyan, which, he believed, was better 
accounted for in the Ch'in-chgng lu, the work of RaBid al-Din 
and the Yuan shih. NAKAMichiyo followed this with the theory '" 
that the " ll/longholun Niucha Tobchiyan," written originally in 
the time of Cinggis, with the Continuation written in 1240, was 
later revised, and that this " Revised Niucha Tobchiyan," known 
simply as The TobEiyan, was the same compilation as that known 
to RaBid al-Din as the Altan Debter (Golden Book) and used 
by him as one of his principal sources of information. According 
to NAKA, this "Revised Niucha Tobchiyan " gave rise, on the 
one hand, to the T'ai-tsu shih-lu ( k@?%f@Veritable Records of 
Cinggis Qan) ,completed in 1303, which, in turn, was responsible 
for the parts concerning Cinggis in the Yiian shih, and, on the 
other hand, to the Shffng-wu k'ai-t'ien chi BS/%J3?fZ,translated 
by Cayan sometime during 1312-1320, which was probably later 
renamed Shgng-wu ch'in-che"ng lu. 

In  1925, WANG Kuo-wei was still of the opinion that the Shgng- 
wu k'ai-t'ien chi was a variant title of the extant Shgng-wu clz'in- 
chlng lu. In  the following year, he discovered in the book a note, 
" The present Imperial Son-in-law Ai Pu-hua [Ai Buqa] 
is a White Tatar." Since Ai Pu-hua [Ai Buqa] must have died 
before 1294, WANG realized that the book to which the note is 
attached could not be the Shgng-wu k'ai-t'ien chi, written in 1312- 
1320.83 This means an important revision of the theory of NAKA. 
ISHIHAMAproposes to make further revisions. There was no such 
thing as the Revised Ni ' ka  Tobdiyan or the Revised Pi-shih. 
There were only efforts to compile the shih-lu (" veritable 
records ") of the deceased emperors. In  the Yuan shih, under 
the date of 11 January 1287, there is recorded the decision that 
the various shilz-lu from Cinggis down, in the process of compila- 
tion in the Bureau of Dynastic History, should be translated into 
Mongolian in the Uighur script and that the compilation should 
not be put into the final form until after the translation had been 
read to and approved by the Throne." Under the date of 3 

CKJ,  Joron, pp. 51-54. 
as WANGKuo-wei, "M&ng-wen Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih pa." STVCCL, Preface; cf. 66a. 
8 4  YS  14.11b. 
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March 1304, there is recorded the presentation to the Court of 
the Condensed Veritable Records of Qubilai written in gold (chin 
shu &s),1 volume, and the Veritable Records of Qubilai in 
Chinese characters (Han tzii '&%), 80 volumes.85 The volume 
written in gold must have been in-IlIongolian in the Uighur script. 

Though these " veritable records " concerned Qubilai, it is 
rather tempting for one to conceive that a similar procedure might 
also have obtained in the cases of those concerning Cinggis and 
Ogijdei. If the Chinese historiographers had condensed their 
manuscript of the shih-lu of Cinggis and ~ ~ i j d e i ,  would that not 
have been the Shing-wz~ ch'in-che"ng ZZL? If the Pllongolian or 
Uighur historiographers had made a condensed translation of the 
shih-lu, would that not have been the Altan Debter, when ap- 
proved and written in gold? ISHIHAMAwould answer both ques- 
tions in the affirmative. Since the shih-lu and the Altan Debter 
constituted the definitive history, there was no need to revise the 
Cinggis &ayan-u huja'ur, which was marked and shelved as 
" Mongyol-un iVi'uEa TobEiyan." 

ISHIHAMA'Stheory is more ingenious than probable. I t  is rather 
hazardous to equate the terms " written in gold " and " Golden 
Book." We know very little about RaBid al-Din's d l t m  Debter. 
Did the parts of his book which agreed rather well with the 
She"ng-zcu ch'in-che"ng lu really come from the Altan Debter or 
dial they come termed des annales from what QUATREM~RE " 

rkdighes en langue mongole et dans lesquelles les principaux dvhne- 
ments de I'histoire nationale, les traditions rdelles ou fausses, se 
trouvaient relatds avec plus ou moins d'dtendue "? 86 

,4 more serious consideration is that, in the historiography of 
Yuan times, there must have been a procedural difference be- 
tween the compilations concerning the emperors from Qubilai 
downward and those relating to the rulers before him. It was he 
who instituted the historiographical organs after the Chinese 

" Y S  21.13a-b. 

" ~ t i e n n e  Marc Q U A T R E ~ R E ,  (Paris, 1836), p.
Hi~to i re  des Mongols de la Perse 

Ixviii; cf. p .  74, n. 92, p. 75. Cf. W. BARTHOLD,Turlcestan down t o  the Mongol 
Invasion (Gibb Memorial, New Series, V, 1928), pp. 44-45; Paul PELLIOT in T P  
27 (1930) .41, n. 3; X. JAHN,HiStoire universelle de Roiid al-Din Fad1 Al l ih  Abtrl- 
Khair, I (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1951) .2. 
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pattern, which made the collection and preservation of records 
and their reduction to the shih-lu systematic and easy. I t  is thus 
possible to have the Mongolian version of the history of a reign 
issue from the Chinese version, the shih-lu. With the early rulers, 
especially Cinggis, the situation was just the reverse. The Chinese 
version had to issue from the Mongolian. Hence what was done 
with the Veritable Records of Qubilai in Chinese would hardly 
apply in the case of the history concerning Cinggis and 0giidei. 

We would need to imagine a picture quite different from that 
drawn by Professor ISHIHAMA.I t  will simplify matters if a num- 
ber of findings, inferences, and assumptions are first noted. 

1. The Yuan shih was a hasty compilation. A board of eighteen 
official compilers started working on 9 March 1369. By 19 Sep- 
tember, they had finished 159 chiian, the first two of which covered 
the annals of Cinggis, ~gi jdei ,  and Gii~iig.~'  They were able to 
accomplish so much in so short a time because they could rely 
principally on the shih-lu of thirteen reigns from Cinggis down for 
the annals and the biographies, and on the Ching-shih ta-tien for 
the tables and the institutional treatise^.'^ It was mainly the 
( 6  scissors-and-paste " method of historiography. The compilers 
extracted from the shih-lzc the biographical sketches and con-
densed the rest into the annals. Unless they were faced with 
special problems which required some research, it is doubtful that 
they consulted other books. 

2 .  The Shgng-wu ch'in-che"ng lu was accessible to them. In the 
annals of cinggis and 0g6dei there are, indeed, numerous striking 
similarities to the Ch'in-che"ng lu. We need not, however, inter- 
pret them, as did Ho Ch'iu-t'ao (1824-1862), NAKAnIichiyo, and 
WANGK~o-wei ,~ 'in terms of the compilers' heavy dependence on 

YS ,  "Memorial of Presentation Be%,"2b; note by SUNGLien, appended to 
the "Table of Contents," &8b. 

The Ching-shih ta-tien in 880 chiian was compiled in 1330-1331. Cf. ICHIMURA 
Sanjir6 Tf?;f.;L@&B[l " Gencha no jitsuroku oyobi keisei daiten ni tsukite xfi;'aia@
%&Bu@f&k%$%3 a," YANAIWataru (1875-1926), Mdkoshif~ 
kenkyz? (Takya, 1929), ''Furoku M& ." 

CCTCYCCL (= KO Ch'iu-t'ao, LI W&n-t'ien, S&N Ts&ng-chih, and NAKA 
Michiyo, Chiao-ching ts6ng-chu Yiian ch'in-ching-lu (Naka Michiyo isho, T6ky6, 
1915), p. 50, cf. Preface, p. 5. SWCCL, Preface. 
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the Clz'in-che"ng lu. There are also suggestive differences. Some of 
these resemble the accounts given by Ragid al-Din and suggest 
items in the Yuan-chcao pi-shilz filtering down similar but not 
identical mediums.g0 Let us call these two mediums G and H-G 
as a source for K (= the parts concerning Cinggis and ~g-ijdei in 
the Y u a n  shih) , and H as a source for J (=relevant parts in 
Ragid al-Din's jam? al-Tawcimkh) . G was, of course, the T'ai-tsu 
shilz-lu (Veritable Records of Cinggis) and the T'ai-tsung slzih-LZL 
(Veritable Records of Ogb'dei) ,the first two of the thirteen shih-lu 

of Yiian sent down from Pei-p'ing to Nanking in 1368, as well as 
the first two of the Tt'u-ch'ao shilz-lu (5@Veritable Records of 
Five Reigns) which after a tortuous process of compilation and 
revision came to completion and presentation a t  court on 5 
December 1303.'' 

3. In  Y u a n  shih, it is recorded that on 8 RIarch 1288: 

The ssG-t'u, Sarman, and others 3@.#4J@$ and read the presented 
veritable records of the Imperial . the Emperor ancestors jj$J%X$@Said 
[Qubilai], " The events of T'ai-tsung [ijgodei] were, indeed, so. Few of the 
items concerning Jui-tsung [Tului] required change. For Ting-tsung [Giiyiig], 
[you] have, indeed, not had enough time. As for Hsien-tsung [Mongke], can 
you yourself not remember? You will still need to learn more from those 
who do." g 2  

These veritable records were obviously first drafts in nlongolian, 
and some parts were still thought to require revision. On 2 

The Ch'in-chlng-lu begins with Cinggis and says nothing about his ancestry. Cf. 
the story of Alan roJ& pregnancy during widowhood, OMGH 110a-13b, YS l . la,  
YSIll7CP 1A.3b. In Jamuya's words that the Naimad looked upon the Mongols as 
little lambs to be completely devoured, SWCCL 69a leaves out the lambs, and makes 
the sense obscure. Cf. O X G H  7.36b-37a, 41a; YS 1.14a: YSIWCP lA.28a. In the 
long rebuke sent to Ong Qan, item 5, SlYCCL 59b has a lacuna, when compared with 
YS l . l la -b  and YSIWCP 1A 94a-b. ITTANGKuo-wei explains this by supposing that 
the text of STVCCL was more complete in 1369. This is possible, but 1 still believe 
that YS merely condensed the text in the Shih lu of Yuan. The rebuke to Ong Qan 
was followed by the rebuke to Altan and QuEar. Here Y S  1.llb-19a and STVCCL 
54a-b differ in the characters chosen to transcribe the two names, and in that Y S  
supplies the indications of the family relationship should, however, ( $?,&&am 
read@,@@ga#j -a lapsus of either the Yuan Shih-ltc copyist or Ming copyist 
or printer of the Y S ) ;  Y S  could not, of course, have obtained this passage from 
SWCCL. 

YS 2l . l la .  YS 15.3a.O2 

mailto:3@.#4J@$
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August and 25 December 1890, the presentation of the veritable 
records of Giiyiig and 0gijdei was re~orded. '~ I t  is not clear 
whether these two records represented then the transitory stage 
or the final stage of compilation. Nor is it clear what stage the 
veritable records of Cinggis had reached by this time. Since some 
thirteen years were to elapse between this and the final presenta- 
tion of the Wu-clz'ao shih-lu, it may be correct to assume that 
during the whole reign of Qubilai (1860-1294) and the first part 
of the reign of Temur (1894-1307), few of the veritable records, 
if any at all, had reached the final definitive stage both in Mon- 
golian and in Chinese. 

4. For the ~ ~ o n g o l i a n  G, we may give the counterpart of 
designation F. It was a part of the Mongolian counterpart of the 
TVu-chcao slzih-lu in Chinese. I t  might have been a part of what 
was known a decade later as Tlze Tob6iyan. Now, under the date 
of 14 August 1304, the Yuan shih records an embassy from Glzazan 
in Ghazan, however, had died on 17 May 1 3 0 4 . 9 B u t  
his brother and successor, ~ l je i t i i ,  received on 19 September 1304 
an envoy from Temur &ayan."j It seems that the East and the 
West were then in communication. If a copy of The TobEiyan, or 
a slightly different compilation based on it, was made for the I1 
&an in Persia, it might, indeed, have been the Altan Debter or 
the annals in Mongolian upon which Raiid al-Din drew for his 
compilation. This would account for the provenance of H. RaBid, 
however, had other sources of information. I t  is said that he 
relied heavily on juwayni for the narration of the conquest of the 
Moslem lands by the Mongolians. He derived information from 
Pfilad Eing sgng ( $%%@), and even from Ghiizan himself. All 
such written and oral sources of information relating to the history 
of Cinggis and 0gijdei which he might have gathered outside 
of H-during the period from 1302, when RaBid received the order 
for the compilation, to 1311 when his whole work was said to 

g 3  YS 16.7~1-b, l la -b .  
YS 21.16b. Cf. YSIWCP ll .4a-b, l2 . lb .  

"C. D'OHSSON,Histoire des Mongols (La Haye, 1834-1835; 4 volumes) 4, p. 350. 
"Ibid. ,  4, p. 483. 
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have been completed 87-we may designate as I. PI and I and 
Raiid al-Din's own astuteness or errors in choice and interpreta- 
tion should account for J 

5. A very noticeable disagreement between J and K relates 
to the age of Cinggis a t  death. That he died in the second half 
of the year 1227 is never in doubt; the disagreement, therefore, is 
on the date of his birth. K would yield the year 1162; " the 
compilers, as was usual in the case of Chinese official histori- 
ographers, gave no indication of how they came to know that  
Cinggis was in his sixty-sixth year a t  death. J offers the date 
1155. Rasid al-Din tells a t  some length ho\v the dating was 
determined. None except the Qa'an and his closest relatives and 
grandees knew that Cinggis was fully 72 years of age a t  death 
and that  Cinggis' birth as well as his death occurred in a year of 
the pig. The pig years are 1227, 1215, 1203, 1191, 1179, 116'7, 
1155, and so on, diminishing by 12 each turn. From 1155 to 
1227 there are exactly '72 years." One thing is certain: RaBid 
al-Din learned nothing about CinggisY birth year from IT. Since 
it was not in H, it could hardly have been in F or 6. 

6. To leave dateless the birth of the founder of a dynasty is 
rather short of the usual standard of Chinese historiography. The 
redactors of G might have been obliged to leave it so, if their 
nlongolian masters considered the matter to be really in doubt 
and had thought it unnecessary to conform to the Chinese usage. 
The compilers of M,on the other hand, would have found i t  
difficult to excuse themselves unless such a date were really un- 
determinable. It would have been one of the items on which they 
would be quite willing to conduct some research. We do not know 
whether they knew of the hearsay date, 1154, in the 1Me"ng-ta 
pei-lu %!%#$'%%.lOO They could hardly have fziiled to notice the 

"BARTHOLD, Cf. D'OHSSON,op. cit., 1,  pp. XXX'IT-XXXV~; QUAT-op. tit., pp. 43-46. 
REJI~RE,op. cit., p. 77, n. 95, p. 79: SHAOHsiin-chkng @@ z,'"a-shih-t&-ting 
Chi shih Hu-pi-lieh han chi i shih ~ ~ @ ! T @ & , ~ & % ) ' ; ~ ~ ~ # , ' 'CHHP 14 
(1947) ,106-107. 

88 YS 1.aab. 
'' YSIlYCP 1A.9b-lOa, 1B.24a. 
looCHAO~ u n ~ a g, M6ng-ta pei-lu (19121; WANCKuo-wei's annotated edition in 

Af6ng-ku shih-liao sszi-chung) &a. 



date, 1162, in the Ching-shih ta-tien, which, though sen official 
compilation, was rather late in the Yiian dynasty.''' The Shing- 
wu ch'in-ching &-which we shall now designate as D-mould 
have presented them with a puzzle in the form of two conflicting 
chronological entries. Under the year 1203, D says, "His Majesty 
was in his forty-second year." This would place Cinggis' birth 
in 1162. Under the year 1226, D says, " At this time, His n/lajesty 
was already in his sixtieth year." This would put Cinggis9 birth 
in 1167.1°2 

We can imagine how these official compilers of K might have 
made a choice after some simple computations. It was well known 
that  Ogiiclei died in 1241 a t  the age of 55.1°3 This would bring 
his birth to 1186. Ogiidei had two elder brothers by the same 
mother, the first wife of Cinggis, Biirte. If the third boy was 
born in 1186, it would be rather too daring to assume that  the 
eldest boy, i i i ~ i ,  was born later than 1184. How old would the 
father, Cinggis, be in 1184? If born in 1162, he would then be 22. 
If born in 1267, he would be a husband a t  16 and a father a t  17. 
This was not a biological impossibility; but the Ming compilers, 
perhaps, preferred the date 1162, so as to allow the j70ung father, 
Cinggis, a larger measure of manhood and the young mother, 
Borte, a less rapid succession of babies. And in their effort to 
reconcile the two conflicting entries in D, they might also have 
found i t  easier to imagine a textual corruption of 65 into 60 
than to assume a scribal error of turning 37 into 42.1°4 

'O1T'.4o Tsung-i @$$@, C l ~ oicing lu @#& (30 chiian, 1366; SPTK 111) 
l . l la ,  obviously from the Ching-shih ta-tien (cf. supra, n. 88). 

lo2SWCCL 65b, 97b. 
'O3S1VCCL 107a; cf. Hei-ta shih-liieh (TVANC Kuo-wei's annotated 

edition in Mbng-ku shih-liao s&-chung) 44b. I suspect that ijgijdei's death and age 
mere clearly stated in the Yuan shih-lu. 

lo4In JA 231 (1939) ,133-134, there is recorded a communication of Paul PELLIOT 
to the Sociktie Asiatique, SCance du 9 D6cembre 1938, in which "M. Pelliot montre 
qu'un texte chinois des environs de 1340 suppose qu'i la Cour mongole on considCrait 
alors que Gengis-Khan Ctait nC en 1167, et il confirme cette date par un passage d'un 
ouvrage qui dut &tre traduit du mongol en chinois aux environs de 1275. La date de 
1167 est sCparCe de 1155 par un cycle duodCnaire; I'erreur, dans un sens ou dans 
l'autre, s'expliquerait par le fait qu'en mongol on devait seulement couramment savoir 
que Gengis-Khan Ctait nP. dans l'annCe du ' porc', ce qui vaut aussi bien pour 1155 
que pour 1167. Mais la Cour de Chine pouvait avoir alors une tradition donnant la 
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7. But the chronological variants in D might have been more 
deliberate than accidental. I t  might very well have been because 
of such conflict, impossible of satisfactory solution, that the 
redactors of I? and G or the ruling Qa'an decided to leave out all 
indications of cinggis' age at  any given time. How did D come 

date vCritable. E n  outre, la date de 1167 permet de mieux comprendre la  premiere 
partie de la vie de Gengis-Khan qui offre autrement un ' trou ' difficile a combler." 
I do not know whether PELLIOT ever elsewhere elaborated this thesis. Cf. RenB had 
GROUSSET,Le Conqukrant du Monde (Paris, 1944), p. 54; "Introduction historique," 
to hlichel CARSOW'S French translation of B. VLADI>IIRTSO~,Gengis-Khan (Paris, 
1948), p. xix; Francis Woodman CLEAVES, " The Sino-Mongolian Inscription of 1362," 
HJAS 12(1949) .99. PELLIOT, however, gare two lieys to  the solution of the riddle. 
TThat he said of the opinion prevailing a t  the court about 1340 doubtlessly refers to  an 

Ch&ng-t'ung pien "On ofessay, " s#$#," the Right Succession Dynasties," by 
YANC Wei-ch&n #$,#a(text in Cho king lu 3.2b-9b; cf. YSIII'CP 13.35a-3Ba; K'o 
Shao-min t@gh&[1850-19331, Hsin Yiian-shih k'ao-ch8ng sn&%$@[58 chiian; 
P c i p i n ~ ,19353 B.lb, 3.11a), in \vhich YANG tried to  convince the compilers of the 
Liao, Chin, and Sung histories-which were compiled in 1342-1345-that the Yuan 
dynasty should be regarded as the successor to  the Sung dynasty. Aside from other 
considerations, YANG belabored astrology and mentioned a number of zodiacal identi- 
ties, among these, the fact that  the founders of both" the Sung and the Yuan 
dyilasties were born a t  the 24th of the sixty-year cycle. Cinggis died in 1227, which 
was the 24th of the cycle. The preceeding 24th would be l1!7. 

It is not clear how YANG (1296-1370) came to know tha t  Cinggis was born in 1167. 
I suspect that  his astrological chronology might have been directly or indirectly 
related to  a garbled passage in the Sung-chi sun-ch'ao chdng-yao %ss@&B 
(6 chiian, by an unidentified author, sometime between 1282 and 1294, published in 
1312; Ch'in-han-lou ts'ung-shu B@@g$&) 6.9a, xhere it is said tha t  the 
founder of the Sung dynasty mas born a t  the 24th cyclical [9271 and tha t  tinggis 
was born "also a t  the 12th cyclical 11155, 12151." I n  1873 LI Tz'ii-ming * s g  
suggested in his diary (Yiieh-mn-t'ang jih-chi &&@g 1 8  [5l ts'd, photolitho-
graphic edition, 19221 18.19b) that  instead of *j@, [Cinggis], the text should read 
e $ B  [Qubilai], who was indeed born in 1215. But the problem is not so simple as LI 
imagined, for the temple honorific title of Qubilai contains four characters more than 
tha t  of Cinggis. On the other hand, though farther on the text needs to be emcnded 
to intioduce Qubilai-who n a s  still reigning when the unlinonn author nrote-
here only Cinggis v a s  meant; and the presence of the word "also " mould demand 
the emendation of 2% [I155 or 12151 to Tx [11671. Tt7as it thus tha t  YANG'S 1167 
had arisen? 

PELLIOT said tha t  he had found the confirmation of this date, 1167, in a Chinese 
work translated from the AIongolian. I wonder if he did not mean the Shgng-wu ch'in- 
ching lu-after WAXG KUO-~vei's demonstration of its existence during the lifetime of 
Ai Pu-hua [Ai Buqa], PELLIOT might have dated i t  in the neighborhood of 1275. If so, 
I wonder holv PELLIOTcould have disposed of the  other date, 1162, also to be inferred 
from STVCCL. One might be tempted indeed to prefer 1167 to 1162, for the former 
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to have the two conflicting chronological indications? Concerning 
the date and the nature of D itself, the editors of the Ssii-k'u 
ch'uan-shu thought that  i t  was possibly composed in 1263 in 
response to the appeal of State Minister WANG0 to collect 
the historical material relating to Ginggis.lo5 This opinion needs 
revision in several aspects. First, even a casual reading will reveal 
that  the book was not an original composition but a tran~lation.'~' 
Secondly, Nan-ching fig and Pien-liang f k @ ,  both historical 
appellations of our modern ICai-fkng, are used in the book.lo7 
Since Nan-ching was not renamed Pien-liang until 16 March 
1288,'0s the book as a whole could not have been written before 
that  date. Since WANGKuo-wei has demonstrated that  it was 
not likely to have been done later than 1294, we may tentatively 
date i t  in the last six years of Qubilai's reign, 1288-1294. Thirdly, 
the presence of Chung-tu instead of Ta-tu and of T&-hsing-fu 
4@h? instead of Fkng-sh&ng-chou Bgfi suggests that  some of the 

was also a year of the pig. But the reference to pig years constitutes a part of the 
hearsay evidence received by Ragid al-Din. I t  might not have any more validity than 
the other part, which asserts that Cinggis was fully 7%a t  the time of his death. 

Addendum:-The present paper was written in February 1951. In May, Professor 
CLEAVESwas SO kind as to show me a copy of Histoire des Campagnes de Gengis 
Khan, Cheng-wu ts'in-tcheng lou, traduit et annot6 par Paul PELLIOT et Louis 
HA~IBIS,Tome 1 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1951), which was lent him by the Reverend 
Antoine MOSTAERT. I regret to note that the translation covers only the early part 
of the Ch'in-chdng lu and PELLIOT'S notes, though assuming cinggis' birth in 1167, 
refer the question of Cinggis3 dates only to his J A  communication and his unpublished 
commentary on ~Warco Polo. M.  HAMBIS' introduction contains discussions on the 
date of the Ch'in-chdng lu and the relation of the Ch'in-chdng lu to such other" 
compilations as the Jdmi' al-Tauxirilch and the Yiian shih. The conclusions seem to 
be inadequate mainly because of the failure to consider the Wu-ch'ao shih-lu in the 
chain of Yiian historiography. 

lo' SKCSTM 53.7b; cf. YS 5.14a. 
lo' Consider such variations in the transcription of proper names: $$@&&,E, 

(SU7CCL Gb) and qf#!&*,E (l&b),  ( l l b )  and $&% (38a). The 
frequent notes to explain transcribed words, e. g., 581],& (18a), (19b). 
Thongh the translator tried to  affect a classical, Chinese literary style with such 
expressions as -Fa%#& (36a) and B?&$$.. . (43a), he had also such awkward 
expressions as &%E@%2& (344 ,  '&'%@%K$ (33b), %A@!E%% 
@%%&f&& (Ma), and *&23$~%(104b), which betray an original text 
in a foreign language. 

lo' SWCCL 89b, 84b, 100a, lof ib .  
lo' YS 15.3a, 59.7b. 
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documents that furnished the information had originated before 
1272, and some before 1266.l0"n other words, the original of 
which D was a translation was a composite of source material of 
various chronological provenance. 

This original we may designate as C and conceive of it as one 
of the provisional attempts to reduce to an account of the early 
stages of the rise of the hlongols, the mass of material col-
lected in response to the appeal of WANG0 and the order of 
Qubilai. Such material very probably contained the 6inggi.s 
Qahan-u Huja'ur (which we may designate as A ) ,  for many of 
the stories therein are reflected in D.'1° But besides A, the 
material must have contained other sources of information (which 
we may designate as B) ,for there are many items in D that are 
not found in A.ll1 Working over A and B, the compilers of C 
would, of course, deliberately eliminate those items that  might 
outrage the moral sense of the more civilized subjects of the 
empire 112 and suppress or falsify those that  might reflect on the 
glory of the Mongolian power.'13 

Chronology is the most difficult aspect of the work of choosing 
and arranging the pieces of source material that  have come from 
informants' memories of past events and traditions. Perhaps C 
was meant to represent only a provisional draft, subject to closer 
scrutiny and revision. If so, i t  would be but natural for it to 
contain many wrong chronological assignments of events.l14 The 
same event might tentatively be allowed to stand both before 
and after other occurrences, or under two specific dates. Thus 

10@SWCCL78b, 80a; cf. YS  7.16a, 6.8b. 
For instance: the desertion of Todo'en Girte, OMGH 2.3a-5a, CCTCYCCL, p. 3; 

the family quarrel a t  the feast in the forest by the Onan, OMGH 4.5b-llb, 
CCTCYCCL, pp. 13-15. 

11' For mstance: the constituents of Cinggis: 13 giire'ed, SWCCL 7b-1% (cf. OJIGH 
4.3b-5b); the details of how the news of Jamuya's inauguration and secret plans 
was communicated to Cinggis, SWCCL 35a-37b (cf. OMGH 4.30a-3%). 

1 1 2  For instance: Cinggis' murder of a half-brother, OMGH 2.7b-13a; 6glidei's 
murder of a loyal servant, OMGH C2.57b-58a. 

l13For instance: the capture of Borte Jy the Merkid, OMGH 2.43a-49b, cf. 
CCTCYCCL, p. %O; the defeat of Cinggis by Jamuya, OMGH 4.3b-5b, cf. SWCCL lab. 

11' Cf. the notes of the various commentators, especially in the latter portions of 
CCTCYCCL. 
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the coming of Butu to join Cinggis appears both before and after 
the battle of Dalan-Ba1jud.ll5 Even as important an event as the 
surrender of Chung-tu is recorded under both 1214 and .h215.116 
In  the same light may be regarded the two conflicting testimonies 
on the age of Cinggis. The compilers of C deliberately noted 
them down with a view to a later determination. 

8. We may believe that  C, or the Mongolian original of D, 
containing references later than 16 March 1288, was not included 
in Sarman's presentation and reading of the veritable records of 
Imperial ancestors on 8 March 1288. We may further believe that  
after C had been provisionally translated into D-let us say 
tentatively circa 1290-C must have been subjected to some 
further revision, before it assumed the shape of F in 1303. Such 
further revision would consist of additional material drawn from 
new sources of information, E .  This would account for the many 
items which are not found in D, but which had filtered down 
through F and G to H(.'17 The revisers would, of course, adjust 
some of the chronological assignments and eliminate the repeti- 
tions of the same events. E might have brought to the revisers 
more guessing testimonies on the year of Cinggis7 birth-perhaps 
even the hearsay 1155-and i t  was deemed wise to bury the un- 
knowable in its own oblivion. Hence no indications of a birth 
date of Cinggis in F, G, or H. When C was revised into F,  D 
was of course a useless manuscript, brushed to one side. When 
F was translated into G, the translators, to economize somewhat 
the labor of casting expressions in elegant, literary Chinese, per- 
haps frequently consulted D .  This would account for the frequent 
literary similarities between D and I<. 

Sl17CCL 7a, Gob. 
llBSITICCL84b, 88b. WANGKuo-wei's theory that the later entry was an erroneous 

interpolation by a Rling scholar is hardly adequate. It would mean that the scholar 
nas  collating the STT7CCL with YS .  If he copied Y S  1.18a-l9a to fill up the gap in 
SlJ7CCL, why did he leave out a number of interspersed items? Why did he fail to 
cut out the previous entry in SFT'CCL? Why did he fail to correct, as did Ho Ch'iu-
t'ao later, so many errors in SWCCL, obvious by comparison with the readings in 
YS? I believe it better to regard the case as another one of repetition, like that of 
Butu, and to say, as 'C'C'ANG did concerning another error (gab), " the  author . . . 
had not yet come to setting the order right." 

For instance, Y S  1.15a-lGa, items under 1209 and 1310, cf. CCTCYCCL pp. 78-75. 
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If we now give the designation L to the text of the Yuan-ch'ao 
pi-slzih, transcribed, translated, and printed during the period 
1368-1418, we have all of the elements ready for a diagrammatic 
presentation of the historical relations among the four versions 
of the story of Cinggis and Ogodei in four existing texts: the 
Yiian-clz'ao pi-slzih, the Shgng-wu ch'in-clz2ng lu, the Jarni' al- 
TawcL./?klz, and the Yiian shilz. A more exhaustive study will, 
perhaps, reveal more turns and twists in their descent through 
time. For the time being, the following picture is, perhaps, suffi- 
cient to account for some of their comparative idiosyncracies in 
the inclusion, omission, and variation of factual statements. 

A. cinggis Qahan-u Huja'ur. 
B. Another body of source material for C. 
C. Mongolian draft of the history of cinggis and 0godei. Circa 

1290. 
D. Chinese translation of C, or Sh2ng-wu ch'in-ch2ng lu. Circa 

1290. 
E. New body of source material for F. 
F. 	 First parts of Mongolian text of the history from Cinggis 

to Mongke. 1303. 

G. 	 Chinese translation of F,  or first two parts of Wu-ch'ao 
slzih-lu. 1303. 

H. ? "Des annales r6dig6es en langue mongole." ?1304. 

I. Other source material, oral or written, for Ragid al-Din. 
J.  	Parts relating to Cinggis and 0giidei in fami' al-Tawamkh. 

1311. 

K. Annals of T'ai-tsu and T'ai-tsung in Yuan shilz. 1368. 

E. Yiian-ch'ao pi-shilz, transcribed, translated, and printed, 
1368-1418. 
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The original Mongolian text of the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shilz is with- 
out doubt one of the earliest, if not the earliest, sources of informa- 
tion a t  the disposal of the early compilers of the nlongolian 
TobEiyan. They had drawn upon it heavily. They had also sup- 
pressed, altered, or rearranged much of its contents. These 
manipulations on their part were not entirely for the sake of 
something other than truth. Some were for the sake of truth 
as they understood it. For instance, A gave Cinggis two corona- 
tions as Qahan, one in 1206, and another an unspecified num- 
ber of years before 1206.'18 The early compilers of Tlze Tob- 
Eiyan omitted the first one as unlikely.llg A made Muqali a prince 
(KUO-wangmz) in 1806. The compilers of C, perhaps on some 

different evidence, moved the event to 1218. The redactors of F, 
for some other reason, moved i t  to 1217.120 A gave a very melo- 
dram2tic story of how Tului, aged four, was held under the armpit 
of a Tatar survivor who drew a dagger with his disengaged hand 
and how the child was a t  last saved by the servant^.'^' But the 
story was unbelievable, for the annihilation of the Tatars took 
place in 1202, and Tului was at  that time a t  least ten and very 
possibly older.''' The early compilers of The TobEiyan rightly 
omitted the tale. 

One of the strongest points of the narrator of A is his amazing 
ability to tell very vivid, interesting, and moving stories. One 

'I8 OIMGH 3.43b-44b, 8.34a-37a. 
11' TING Ch'ien, " Yiian T'ai-tsu Ch'Cng-chi-ssfi han pien-nien ta-shih ch i  z;ka

& ~ , ~ , ~ ~ ~ k ~ ~ ~ , ' 'YPSTLKC, 6b would give Cinggis anappended to his 
early coronation as Qan in 1179. MWESC 3.8b would put the earlier coronation as 
Qahan in 1189, and even argue (3B.la) for such an event. These scholars hardly 
appreciated the trouble which the early compilers of The TobEiyan took with the 
original text of the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih. 

lZ0 OIMGH 8.34a, 37a; cf. SWCCL 90a, YS 1.18b. 
OMGH 9.11a-18b; cf. YPSPC 10.3b. 
According to YS 2.3a, 115.3b, Tului died in 1333. The text about his age then 

has a lacuna after a.This means that he must have been a t  least in his 41st 
year. Since his elder brother, ijgijdei (born in 1186) was then in the 47th year, 
Tului could not have been in more than his 46th year. Calculated from the former, 
he would have been born in 1192, and aged 10 in 1303. Calculated from the latter, 
he would have been born in 1187, and age 15 in 1202. His son MGngke was born in 
1208 (YS 3.la) .  If Tului was born in 1192, he would have been a father a t  16. 
Hence, he was probably born earlier than 1192, but not earlier than 1187. 
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of his weakest points is chronology. Who was he and when was 
A written down? 

Before taking up these two questions, we had better first dispose 
of the peculiar division of L into two separate parts and of the 
problem of the title or titles. CHANG MU had already said in 1821 
that the contents of the Yuan pi-slzilz were continuous, and that 
the Mongolian original must have had only one book without 
arbitrary chiian divisions. Comparing D with L, we shall find 
that such items as Cinggis' appreciation of sigi Qutuqu's refusal 
of bribes and his ordering his two elder sons to obey kjgodei had 
their provenance from that part of A which corresponds to the 
second, separate part of L. Since D constitutes a continuous and 
undivided translation of C, largely a selection from A, we might 
infer that neither C nor A was divided into two separate books. 
The 10 + 8-chiian division in L must then be dated in the early 
years of Ming. Looking closely into the condensed list of topics 
provisionally tabulated above, we shall see the peculiar break in 
the chronological continuity between the lz and i groups. 

Now comparing g, h, i, and j of L with the entries in D within 
the time span of 1206-1214, we find that, apart from the fact that 
a number of topics have been omitted in the latter, the chrono- 
logical assignments of the various expeditions are badly in con- 
flict. Is the order in D the result of rearrangements by the com- 
pilers of C? This is possible. But it is also possible that the order 
in the original A was more in agreement with what we now have 
in D. This leads us to suspect that, when the manuscript of A 
reached the hands of the Ming transcribers and translators, some 
of the leaves carrying the g to j groups of topics had been dis- 
arranged. We suspect a t  least that the last three topics under 
g and the last two topics under h had exchanged places; and it is 
possible also that some dated topics on missing leaves were lost. 
If such disarrangement and loss had really taken place, Messrs. 
Huo-yiian-chieh and I-sha-ma-hei might have been puzzled with 
the wide chronological gaps, and might have thought i t  well to 
cut the book into two parts, thus indicating some breakage after 
the h group of topics. 

So far as the author or narrator of A was concerned, he was, 
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perhaps, never conscious of such entities as book, chapter, and 
paragraph divisions. He was, perhaps, requested at the first inter- 
view to begin with what he knew of the origin of Cinggis Qahan. 
He rambled on and on most entertainingly, through one interview 
after another, until the " stenographer " thought it timely to close 
the long narrative with a colophon: "Written down and finished 
during the stay of the Ordos . . . on the Kode'e Isle in the 
Keluren in the seventh month of the Rat  year, and during the 
Great Assembly." 

Long before the narrative was terminated, it had ceased to 
concern the " Origin of Gingg& Qahan." Since there was no other 
title in the manuscript, Cinggis Qahan-u Huja'ur would have to 
stand for the whole composition. I t  is extremely doubtful that 
the original manuscript could have borne as a title " ilIongyol-un 
ni'uia tobda'an." We may even doubt whether, when the term 
" The TobEiyan" was mentioned in the last fifty odd years of 
the Yuan dynasty, it ever really referred to this book. We have 
already mentioned Hsu Yu-j&nYs text of a stele inscription.lZ3 The 
stele was to be in honor of the memory of Ch&n-hai a*,whose 
descendants wanted to have his glorious record open to the 
admiration of the world. They said that their ancestor was one 
of those who participated in the oath by the Baljuna black river 
and that his name and merits were recorded in the dynastic history 
known as The TobEiyan. The Tobdiyan was, however, extremely 
secret (chih piE?&, or tightly closed except to the authorized). 
Hence the need of the publicity of a memorial tablet bearing the 
text by a famed writer. 

TVe may take Chkn-hai as a test case. His name should be in 
the so-called " Mongyol-un ni'uEa toEa'an," if it was really T h  
Tobdiyan or a part of The Tobc'iyan. The Yuan-chcao pi-shih not 
only fails to record the name of Chen-hai anywhere, but also fails 
to give any mention to the oath by the Baljuna. Were Ch&n-hai's 
descendants lying? Not at  all. Cinggis and his few followers drank 
the muddy water of the Baljuna and swore never to forget one 
another. Both D and J of our diagram carry the story. Not only 
is the story given in M,but the biographical section of the Yiian 

123 See supra, n. 76.  
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shih also mentions the event in the biographical sketclles of Chkn- 
hai and a few others.'" Thus we may be certain that both the 
Baljuna oath and Chdn-hai were to be found in P. By The 
Tobc'iyan, Hsu Yu-jkn and the descendants of Chkn-hai meant, 
therefore, only the Mongolian original of the Wu-ch'ao slzih-lu, 
not the cinggis Qahan-u Huja'ur. The latter, after having served 
as part of the source material for the former, was, possibly, locked 
away, until the end of the Yiian dynasty. 

I t  was, perhaps, the Ming translators who regarded the astonish- 
ing manuscript as a secret document of the ruling house of the 
preceding period, and proceeded to give it the Chinese title Yiian- 
ch'ao pi-shilz, The Secret History of the Yuan Dynasty, and then, 
perhaps, in response to some inquiry, also created for it a Mon-
golian title in Chinese transcription: fTfongyol-un ni'uc'a tobEaYan, 
The Secret History of the ikfongols. Since they had done so, they 
would cunningly render the first two lines as one sentence in their 
free translation. Little could they have foreseen how this little 
mischief on their part would exercise so many scholarly minds of 
the last century and a half! As for the ancient Mongolian author 
or narrator of the book, let us suppose that he was requested to 
tell "the secret history of the B!ongols." How would he have 
reacted? He would probably have turned away without saying 
a word. What he was willing to tell and actually told, beginning 
with "The origin of Ginggis Qahan," was, from his moral stand- 
ards, nothing that the Mongols needed to be secretive about. 
Parts of his book were regarded as compromising exposure only 
by those Mongols who-what a pity!-had left Mongolia to rule 
over a civilization before which they had to pretend to be 
" better " than they were. 

Guesses have been made about the identity of the author. 
KANAIthought it was T'a-t'a T'ung-a.'" Professor HAENISCH 
put forth the conjecture that it might have been Sigi Q u t ~ q u . ' ~ ~  

SlVCCL 59b, YSIWCP lA.%%a-b,Y S  l . l%a, 120.10a. Cf. YS 120.6a-b, l%%.18a-b, 
l%3.4b, l%9.9b-lOa, etc. LI W6n-t'ien (YCPSC '7.16b-18b) was, perhaps, the first 
one to criticize the omission of the Baljtma oath instance in the Yuan-ch'ao pi-shih. 
~\TAK.L RPichiyo, CKJZ, p. 73, was the first to note the omission of Ch6n-hai in the 
Yiic~n-ch'ao pi-shih. 

125 See supra, n. 51. 

Erich HAENISCR(tr.) , Die Geheime Geschichte der Mongolen (Leipzig, 1941), 
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The first is unlikely, because T'a-t'a T'ung-a, coming into Cing- 
gis' service after the conquest of the Naimad, could hardly have 
known so intimately the early life of Cinggis. The second is 
unliliely, because Sigi Qutuqu, being with cinggis on the campaign 
to the \ J ' e ~ t , ' ~ ~  would scarcely have written about the seven years 
of war and diplomacy in the far regions in such brief and dreary 
fashion, hardly comparable with the early sections of the book. 

It seems futile to identify the author with a man who could 
write and was close to'Cinggis. It is likely that a man who could 
read and write, desirous of writing a book, would have kept notes 
and would have read records. It is not likely that he would be 
so weak in chrono10,gy. Perhaps, it may be better to conceive of 
the author only as a narrator, an old, unlettered man, long in the 
service of CinggisY family. He quoted no documents. Re  told 
very little about the details of war and diplomacy outside of the 
neighborhood of the tribal camping areas in Mongolia. He was 
very good in drawing vivid, intimate pictures of Cinggis' family 
life: Borte's return from captivity to find and recognize her 
husband, Cinggis, on the horse in the moonlight; lZ8 Yesiigen's 
recommendation of her sister as another wife for Cinggis; lZQ 
CinggisY suspicion and Qulan's offer to prove her virginity; 130 

Mother Ho'eliin's silent dissatisfaction with the smallness of her 
lot; 13' Brother OdEigin's kneeling and weeping before Cinggis in 
bed with Borte pulling up the quilt to cover her bare breast; 13' 
son Ca'adai's casting a reflection on his brother Jij~i's paternity 
and his mother's 

To be able to tell such stories with amazing realism, the nar- 
rator must have been brought up in the intimacy of Cinggis' 
family, a servant who grew up with the family, who witnessed 
many of the happenings, and who heard about many of the others 
from the lips of those personally involved. He was interested 
more in the life and experiences of the women and the children 

p. xiv; Zweite rerbesserte Auflage (Leipzig, 1948), p. iii. Cf. OMGH 8.97a-33a; 
YCPSC 9.12a; CKJZ, pp. 39-34. 

OIZIGH C1.3Gb-41a, C1.44a-48b. 
OOnIGH 3.15a-17a. OMGH 10.29a-95a. 
OIIi'GH 5.22a-94b. 13' 0111GH 10.33a-42b. 

130 OMGIg 7.45a-5Oa. 133 OIIi'GH C1.9Oa-98a. 
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of the master's family than in the conquest of empires. Perhaps, 
as the children grew up and went forth to be conquerors and 
rulers of distant lands, this old servant was left to enjoy his old 
age as an officer of the old ordo. I n  his leisure, he might have 
told many of his stories many times to many listeners before 
they were set down in writing. As he told and retold the stories, 
he would embroider into them material drawn from the oral tradi- 
tions which he had learned in boyhood and youth. He would cast 
many of the dialogues in verse. Thus Alan Fo'a's use of five 
arrows to teach her children a lesson in family s01idarity.l~~ Thus 
Ho'eliin's tirade of surpassing vehemence against her children's 
unbrotherlines~.'~' The narrative of this nameless illiterate is an 
epic of surprising values. It required his long life and countless 
ages of nomadic antiquity behind him to compose his book, 
though the writing might have taken only a few days. 

When was it written? TVe need not tarry over the theories of 
TINGC h ' i e n , 1 3 " ~ ~ ~  Michiyo, and ISHIHAMAwho, though they 
dii?ler in the assignment of a figure to the Ra t  year of the colo- 
phon, agree in assuming that  the colophon does not apply to the 
whole book. JJ7e agree with the majority of scholars in the belief 
that it does; our hypothesis about the original unity of the book 
tends to support it. The question, then, is: Which was that  Ra t  
year? Scholars had generally thought it to be 1240, because the 
book includes the death of Cinggis which occurred in 1287 and 
deals with the reign of og6dei, but makes no reference to Ogijdei's 
death, which occurred in 1241. Since 1941, another assignment, 
however, has had to be taken into consideration. N!.Ren6 
GROUSSETannounced two important observations relating to the 
date of the Histoire secrkte. The closing paragraph reads very 
much like a posthumous appraisal of the life of ogijdei, though 
the words are put into his mouth. I n  one of Cinggis5 speeches, he 

134 OdIGH 1.llb-l2a; cf. YCPSC 1.19b-20a. 
13' 0111GB 2.lla-13a; cf. Francis TT1oodman CLEAVES in HJAS 1",1949) ,512-515. 
13'T~xcCh'ien, " ,"Yiian pi-shih tso-ch& j&n-ming k'ao ? ~ & f l ~ A ~ ~  

(appended to his Y P S T L K C )  contends that the author T'o-ch'a-an wrote the book in 
1228, which was the Rat  year of the colophon. In  Y P S T L K C  15.4a, he believes that 
the colophon, being preceded with some accounts of the reign of 0g6dei, required some 
correction, but the author had forgotten to make it. 
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sounds as if he had foreseen the succession of the house of Tului 
to that of 0giidei in the ascension of Mijngke in 1251. The Rat 
year of the colophon can hardly be the year 1840. Says Rf .  
GROUSSET," hTe serait-elle pas de l'annke de la souris suivante, soit 
1858, 6poque oh la maison de Toloui venait de renverser e t  de 
remplacer les Ogodaides? " '37 

PELLIOTwas well impressed with this discovery, though he still 
held to the generally accepted assignment of 1840 as the Rat  year 
of the colophon. The Yuan slxilz mentions a Grand Assembly 
neither in the summer of 1240 nor in the summer of 1858. If a 
Grand Assembly was actually held and the Yuan shih was silent 
about it, it could be more easily understood in the case of 1840 
than in that of 1852, for the annalistic parts of the Yuan shih 
begin to be precise only after 1251.138 

We agree with M. GROUSSETin seeing in those specified para- 
graphs hints of post-facto knowledge of events after the times 
of og6dei and Giiyiig. We feel, however, that the colophon might 
refer to a Rat year, a duodenary cycle still later than 1858. 

There are a few puzzling geographical appellations in the so-
called Secret History. Such a case as that of locating Mo-chou 
Z%#i [RIojiu] north of the Great Wall is exasperating.l3"menda-
tions of the text suggested by SHIH Shih-ehieh BE*, TING 
Ch'ien, NAKAMichiyo, and T'u Chi do not explain how the error 
had arisen,140 and are, therefore, unsatisfactory. Since the case 
does not involve chronology, we may leave it to some future 
researchers. 

The case of Tung-ch'ang 3% [Dungitang] poses a chronological 
pr0b1ern.l~~Commentator LI TVh-t'ien has already pointed out 
that the chronological context requires the name Po-chou mm, 

137 Rene GROUSSET, t tatL'Empire Mongol (Paris, 1941), p p .  P30, 303; cf. also his 
actuel des etudes sur I'histoire gengiskhanide," Bulletin of the International Com-
mittee of Historical Sciences lP(1941) .a%, and "Introduction historique " to Michel 
CARSOW'SFrench translation of B. VLADIMIRTSOV, Cf. OdlGHGengis-Khan, pp. v-vi. 
Cl.P8a-33b, CP.54b-58a. 

13'Paul PELLIOT," Deux lacunes dans le texte mongo1 actuel de L'llistoire secrhte 
des mongols," hldlanges Asbtiques 1 (= JA P3&), 1940-1941, p p .  I-&, n. 1. 

13' OMGH C1.6b. 
YPSSCTMK 10.5b, YPSTLKC 13.Pb-3a, CKJ, p p .  441-443, MIVESC 3.14a. 

141OBIGH Cl.Pb, 4a. 
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which was not renamed Tung-ch'ang until 21 June 1276.14' The 
corresponding places in the Shgng-wu ch‘in-thing lu, the lami' al- 
Tawafikh, the Chin shih, and the Yuan shih all have, however, 
the reading " Tung-ching %Cg [Dungging]." '43 We shall, then, 
accept the emendation of TINGCh'ien, T'u Chi, SHGN Tseng-chih, 
and WANGK u o - ~ e i , l ~ ~and shall correct the three instances of 
Tung-ch'ang in the text to Tung-ching. We shall ignore the con- 
trary opinion of Kao Pao-ch'iian and reject a different emen-
dation, " [DungBing]," suggested byTung-sh6ng %/i% NAKA 
Michiyo,"' because the emendation of Tung-ching for Tung-
ch'ang not only is in agreement with the history of the Chin, 
not only is supported by the texts which have descended more or 
less from the original Cinggis Qahan-u Huja'ur, but also is such as 
to afford an easier explanation of how the original Mongolian 
came to be mistranscribed into Chinese. Dungging and Dungdung, 
though distinguishable, are not too dissimilar in the Uighur script; 
they would be especially hard to differentiate if the manuscript 
were damaged, and the writing faint. The Ming transcribers were 
not specialists in historical geography. Since Tung-ch'ang [=Dung-
Eang] was a prominent geographical name of their time, they 
naturally thought it to be the place meant in the text. 

The case of the occurrence of Hsiian-te-fu g@J@[Sondiiwu] 
in two places in the text, where i t  should have been Hsiian-t4- 
chou [Sijndiijiu], cannot be disposed of so easily. Since the 
relevant places in the Shgng-wu ch'in-chgng lu and the Yiian shih 
also read " Hsiian-t4-fu " "' and since -jiu and -wu in the Uighur 
script are more distinguishable than -ging and -dung, we cannot 
explain away the incongruity by charging the Ming transcribers 
with the error of reading Sondiijiu as Sondiiwu. 

14' YCPSC 13.6a-b; cf. YS 9.lOa, 58.2lb. 
143SWCCL76b, YSIWCP 1B.3a, Chin shih (Po-na-p&n edition) 13.5a, Y S  1.16b. 
144 YPSTLKC 13.1a-b, MWESC 3.11b, YPSPC 13.la, SWCCL 76b. 
14' YPSLCPC 13.2a, CKJ,  pp. 437-438, CCTCYCCL, pp. 78-79. 
14' 0MGI f  Cl.la, b. Cf. SWCCL 78b; Y S  1.16b. I t  is curious, however, that 

Ragid al-Din has, correctly, Hsuan-t&-chou (YSIWCP 1B.3b; cf. Berezin 15.19, trans- 
lation, Syuen'-de-jiyui; 15.30, text, Sfin Tijitii). If this has come from H, we would 
need to assume that, though F had corrected C, G under the influence of D had 
continued to use Hsiian-t6-fu. Another, perhaps a more likely possibility is that 
RaSid got the better reading from I. 
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Hsiian-t6-chou of Chin times had officially become a t  first 
.tfrrtrHsiian-ning-fu EL+% and then Shan-tung-lu under the 

Mongols,147 though it continued to be known popularly as Hsiian- 
t6-chou. There is a record which shows that the area was called 
Hsiian-t6-chou on 1 July 1260.'4S The Yuan shih records, under 
the date of 7 September 1263, that it was promoted to a higher 
status in geographical administration and was renamed Hsiian- 
t $ - f ~ . l ~ ~A document that refers to this area by the new name 
must, of course, be dated after 7 September 1263. The nearest 
Rat year after 1263 was 1264. 

TVould 1276 do? Not very well. I n  the first place, a man who 
knew Ginggis' early years so well must have been very old by 1264. 
I t  would be hazardous to assume that he was still living in 1276. 
In the second place, a man who in 1276 referred to Hsiian-t&-chou 
as Hsiian-t&-fu would certainly have referred to Chung-tu 
[jungdu] as Ta-tu [Daidu]. He did not.'" Hence we may tenta- 
tively date the Rat  year of the colophon as 1264. 

There is a little bit of external evidence-circumstantial indeed 
--which may be cited in partial support of our hypothetical inter- 
pretation of the colophon. Reference has already been made 
above to WANG0's appeal in 1263 for the collection of historical 
data on Cinggis.lm 'TANGwas himself a historian of no mean 
ability. I t  was largely due to his persuasion that Qubilai became 
earnestly interested in histori~graphy."~ Under the date of 9 
September 1262, the Yuan shih records that WANGpetitioned the 
emperor to have the history of the previous emperors copied and 
sent (lu fzc91.f- ) to the Bureau of Dynastic History.'j3 NOW, 
under the date of 25 May 1263, he appealed to the Throne to order 
the collection of historical data on Cinggis. We may infer that, 
in the interval between 9 September 1262 and 25 May 1263, he 
was assured by the Mongols, including Qubilai, perhaps, that 

14' YS 58.Ga-b. Cf. Yuan shih p6n chtng 8.lb-Pa. 

14' Chan ch'ih 1 (= Yung-lo ta-tien 19416) 10a. 

14' Y S  5.1Ga. 

lKOOMGH Cl.&b, 4a, Ga, etc.; cf. Y S  7.1Ga, 58.3a. 
lK1Cf. supra n. 105. 

lS2Y S  160.Ga-8a; cf. SKCSTM 51.Ga-b. 

16' YS 5.7b. 
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there was no written history of Cinggis in existence. Hence the 
urgency to collect such source material as was still available. It 
is interesting to note the expression which he used, and which we 
have freely rendered " to collect." He actually said "yen fang 
JgZkJj >, which is literally " invite [and] inquire " and may be para- 
phrased as " invite those who know to tell." WANGwas himself 
also interested in the history of the fallen Chin dynasty. To fill 
in some of the gaps, he would solicit information. In the Chin slzih 
(completed in 1345, long after his death) there is recorded a list 

of those who offered information, and the number of items each 
told. Among the informants was a man, aged eighty-eight.'j4 

The Yuan shih does not record any Grand Assembly in the 
seventh month (25 July-22 August) of 1264. This silence does not 
necessarily preclude the possibility of such a gathering of the 
princes of the blood. Between 27 March and 22 September, 
Qubilai was presumably in Shang-tu This does not mean 
that he could not have gone out hunting or presided over an 
unrecorded conference. On 22 August, it was recorded that Ariy 
Boge and Prince ~ r i i n g  Tag had returned and were forgiven.'j6 
This, of course, marked the end of the contest between the two 
brothers, Qubilai and Ariy Boge. The Yuan shih gives little infor- 
mation about this contest, which had lasted five years. This is 
understandable, for Qubilai would naturally have wanted this 
family disgrace to be forgotten as much as possible. Ragid al-Din, 
who probably derived his information about this from P ~ l a d ,  told 
some interesting details,'j7 but unfortunately not enough of the 
events immediately before the " reunion." Nor was the place of 
the " reconciliation " specified. 

Ariy Boge had challenged Qubilai's claim to the title of Qayan 
and Emperor, and declared that he himself had been duly elected 
to succeed their eldest brother, Mongke. Qubilai defeated him in 
war and brought about his surrender with diplomacy. We suspect 
that Prince uriing Tag, a son of Mongke, was one of the important 

1 5 V h i n  shih 13.8a-b. 
15' YS  5.18b, gab. 

YS  5.2Ob. 
157 I use Professor SHAOHsiin-ch&ng's translation of RaSid al-Din concerning Ariy 

Boge in CRHP 14 (1947) .78-111. 
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mediators. uriing Tai  was a supporter of Ariy Bijge's claim. On 
a1 August 1264, he was one of the returning penitents.''' Yet on 
13 August, there were recorded some generous grants from the 
emperor to Prince Uriing Tag. Where was ~ r i i n g  TaB then? Could 
he have been with Ariy Boge and other princes, partisans, and 
mediators, all on Kode'e Isle in the Keliiren, in a " Grand As- 
sembly " to decide that Ariy Boge should " resign " in Qubilai's 
favor? In answer to Qubilai's question, "Which of us is right? " 
Ariy Boge was quoted to have said, " I  was right then; you are 
right now." Could he have meant that some new decision, jointly 
arrived at, had altered their relative positions? If there was such 
a " Grand Assembly " under Ariy Boge, we would hardly expect 
it to be recorded in the Yuan shih. 

We should like to imagine that in the coolness of the August 
evenings over the Keliiren, our hypothetical aged narrator was 
invited to recite some of his stories to the grandchildren and 
great-grandchildren of Cinggis. He might have told the story of 
how Tului, the father of Qubilai and Ariy Boge, offered to appease 
the angry gods of the Chin empire, to drink the deadly potion in 
the hand of the shaman priest, and to die so that his abler and 
elder brother, og6dei, might live and rule, to continue and expand 
the glories of Cinggis.13 How would that story have impressed 
Ariy Boge? But what we have imagined of the persons involved, 
the date, and the occasion referred to in the colophon of the 
6inggis Qahan-u Huja'zcr, is still only hypothetical. Perhaps we 
had better not imagine more until more is ascertained. 

YS 5.80~1. My interpretation of the course of events differs from that of SHAO 
Hsiin-cheng, loc. cit., p. 10%. 

lS9 OMGH ca.aob-ash. 


